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PREFACE

The problem of the Jews in the schools of the Province of Quebec is
a part of the general and educational history of the Province for the past
century; an historical description is therefore needed for an adequate understanding of the present situation of the Jewish minority in the educational
system of Quebec.
The main problem throughout the compilation of this work has been the
difficulty in obtaining and verifying data. The available bibliography and
source material are restricted in quantity and extremely limited in character.
Such works as E. C# Woodley's "History of Education in the Province of Quebec",
Judith Seidelfs thesis on the "Jewish Community in Montreal"^ and the "History
of Jews in Canada" by B. G. Sack, have been valuable as background and general
reference but have provided very little specific source material. Together
with these the author has been able to use such official documents as the
reports of Government commissions, officially issued statistical material,
and the texts of actual legislation. For the rest it has been necessary to
resort to occasional pamphlets, addresses, newspaper files, records of court
proceedings, private correspondence, and most fruitful of all, private interviews with public figures who have participated in the actual events described
here. Understandably, since the problem has been and is an urgent political
issue, much of this material is of a polemical character and its validity
thereby much lessened©

1. McGill Thesis, 193Sr"
2. McGill Thesis, 1932.
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which never probe the basic character of educational finance, but are
concerned solely with quibbling over aspects of proportion and levying of
school taxes and costs.
This dearth of valid material has been further aggravated by the absence
in the Quebec Legislature of any such record of proceedings as is contained
in the Dominion Hansard or the United States Congressional Fuecord. This
means that legislative debates and discussion have had to be garnered from
newspaper and other reports with no official assurances of correctness.
Fortunately, and by compensation, many of the major participants of the
historical process described herein are alive. It has therefore been possible
in some part to overcome this lack of data, and to sidetrack much of the
sterile body of documents by recourse to direct interview. The author has
attempted in this way, too, to recapture the actual atmosphere of the past
and to relive it to a degree that mere print could not make possible.
The weaknesses of such obscure materials and sources are very obvious.
There is, nevertheless, the need of such a document as follows. The alternative was to leave this sector of history without adequate treatment, and
without treatment at all from the standpoint of the modern educator.
The unusual character of the source material has made necessary large
extracts from legal documents and private correspondence. It has not,
therefore, been possible to refer the reader to an available and standard
bibliography. Inclusion of such voluminous documentation and references in
the main text would have interferred seriously with the flow of development.
The alternative has been to incorporate large passages into foot-notes.
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A later and larger Jewish on came in t 's an 's.
These Jews came from Germany, England and Rest Poland, anc we.
German-speaking, we know that in they established a
Montreal. In the lc7C!s and 1880ffl they increased considerably an
1890 were much larger than the Spanish-Portuguese grou;
There was in no sense a fraternal feeling between t. -J groups, a
fact which assumes a certain importance in the later stages of
In one instance we actually find the two communities entering into litigation
through the civil courts. There are even on record certain (to us) a
instances of social snubs be' irected by the older group to this newer
and more vigorous one; and, as we si all descr'he later, each, of t established separate schools for the tear of both Hebrew and Englii .
Despite their hostility - largely based upon petty differences of
ritual, so far as we can see, and simple snobbery - the groups possesse
great similarities. They were, first of all, ..erately wealth .
absorbed occidental customs and manner, and neither g] v.as, in any true
sense, ghettoized or segregated from the Gentile community. entered
most fully into the uolitical and social life of the colony. Ez art,
a Spanish-Portuguese Jew, was elected to the Legislative Assembly of Lc
Canada in 1807. Gershon Joseph, an English Jew, was a,
Counsel about 184 . In 184-5, Moses Judah Hayes was electee ce
of Montreal and kept the nost for sixteen years. Rabbi Abraham da Sola, the
leader of the Spanii rtuguese congregation, was appointed Professor of
Hebrew at McGill University in 185A* We have thus a picture of a small V
socially and financially established community.
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True mass ii. ation of Jews began after 1 : .
of "pogroms" in Russia, the major present day groups of Jews began to arrive.
They came principally from Russia, the Ukraine, Lithuania. ase
new arrivals were Yiduish-speaking and y/ere orthoaox.
st important of all, they were poor. So poor indeed we:e , tl
considerable part they were only able to come at all through the phi lair
activity of Jews in France and England. They lackea utterly bot
and the Western culture of the earlier arrivals.
Their influx presented a new educational orobleni on several counts.
There was first their number and vigorous , which constituted a
strain on the existing school plant; their ignorance of the langue, J*e
necessary certain special facilities; finally, their poverty made them almost
entirely a tenant population; that is to say, they paid school taxes only
indirectly via their rentals, and were not recognized as ratepayers.
This early influx was smaller than the major ts which took nlace
between 1901-1914 and 1919-19^ It these latter perioc. ich saw

x

establishment of the large ghetto sections and of the crystallization of t
school problems which will be discussed.

Cultural Assimilation.
From the beginning, the immigrants, whether of earlier or later categories,

in their desire for new homes and acceptance into the pattern of Canadian liie
looked to the English and Frotestant section of the population rather than tc
the French Catholic. They found the French Catholics a h and insular
group wit! which any kind of assimilation was impossible on any other basis
than giving up their social and religious identity. The English population
of that time was, by contrast, deeply coloured with the liberalism then prevalent in England and the United States.

I

There was a number of additional factors

to create a yref:

ence for the English language and the Protestant c • found ve
early that, although French is the lai. of the majority in the P:
Cuebec, the language of business and commerce was English. The prospect of
commercial contact with the rest of Canada and the United otates wi so
possible only through the medium of ish. In adaption, a considerable part
of the Jews who arrived in i'ontreal towards the turn of the century had lived
in the United States or England and had acquired the tongue. ra
looked upon their stay in i'ontreal as a mere ways top to farther fiel. 1,
to these, English was of course indispensable. On all these grc , the Jews
preferred to move culturally towards the Lish and Piotestant c mity.
Their choice of the English language and Protestant community would in
any case have made the Protestant schools more attractive to them but, in
adc Ltion, there were other cogent reasons. The Protestant scl ools were
less sectarian; that is, they tended far less than the Catholic schools
become a propaganda medium for the churches. The Protestant schools we
better equipped, showed a tendency to follow the curricula of n
schools of England and, even more, of the public schools of the Unite ates.
There was much more emphasis, for example, on the sciences, and on teclr.ical
and commercial subjects.
The Protestant school, too, possessed the advantage that it was cc
or unilateral; that is, the student may proceed if he qualifies from ?ublic
School to High School and thence to the University. The Franc Lc schools
have a dual system: after an elementary education, those who v
fessions must attend a classical "college" under sponsor, for ei( ears
before being allowed into a professional faculty. All others may take a post-

primary education of a technical or commercial nature which ends their educatio
after a four-year period. To the Jew, this seems in general a barrier towards

advancement in education.
It is interesting to note that there was, abo e year " , a
certain opposition to the "rotestant schools because c
activity of the Anglican church. In the long run this wasj i
sufficient, in the light of the ether circumstance to b
any feeling for the Catholic school system. In vast majority, the Je
seem to have felt that the Protestant school was the urn through which
they could most effectively educate their children.
As this stage the Jews were confronted with a singular pattern of circumstances, one unique in the educational life of North America; elsewhere
they were able as citizens to take a part democratically in the conduct of
the public schools. In the Province of Quebec they discovered that not
only had no provision been made for them as part of the educational system,
but they were in fact barred from oartic' n in administration of their
schools by specific legislation. There was legal recognition of two, and
only two religious groups, the Roman Catholic and the Protestant; there was
the apparent assumption on the rart of the creators of the system that all
citizens would belong to one system or the other, and the basic theory was

that each should retain autonomous control over the children of its adherents.
This situation represented (as we shall show in much more detail later)

a congelation into law of a situation which had existed prior to Confederation
The schools of Quebec had been, just before Confederation, under the Clergy
of Quebec. Section 93 of the British North America Act (the Act which is the

constitution of the Dominion of Canada) hardened and fixed this situation into
a legal mould from which it has not been able to escape to this present day.
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Pre-Confederation History.

The historical facts pertinent to the present discussion begin about 1841«
At that time, the spread of educational facilities was not nearly so general as
in the United States. The tradition of higher education for a select class had
been established in Upper Canada by Simcoe and Strachan, and in Lower Canada by
the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches since the days of Bishop Laval. Mass
education had before 18^1 received very little consideration and had met with
almost no success. Education was still supported largely by contributions, and
both Catholics and Protestants aimed at the control of higher education rather
than lower. Only about one child in three in Lower Canada attended school at all.
1
The Act of 1829 and the Fabrique Act of 1832 made some limited provision for
elementary common schools. These schools in theory permitted Catholic religious
instruction but were at least suspected of being Anglican in character, as is
shown by the fact that the French boycotted them. They suffered, too, from lack
of adequate financial support. The elementary branches of these schools were
finally closed in 18^6 through the determined opoosition of French Catholic
2
groups, and, it may be added, through a lack of interest shown by English parents.
At the time of their closure, roughly one-third of the children in the Province
between five and fifteen years of age were receiving any kind of formal education.
"The real and stable educational resources of the country continued to be not
the vain government attempts at establishing a general system but the institutions
set up by private enterprise. "-*

1. E. C. Woodley: "History of Education in the Province of Quebec".
2. ibid, page 102.
3. ibid, page 62 .

The movement of popular "Jacksonian" democracy had invaded Canada about 1830.
The movement was strengthened by the influx of poor immigrants of Irish and i
descent into Upner Canada and gained ground rapidly amongst the New Englanders
who had settled the Eastern Townships. Politically, it manifested itself as a
movement in Upper Canada against the Family Compact and in Lower Canada against
the centralizing autocratic attitude of the Anglican and Catholic churches. In
the field of education it found expression in the demands of the debtor class and
poorer sections of the population for the right to educate their children.
The Durham Report of 1838 gives a vivid picture of incompetent teachers, illequipped schools and widespread ignorance. The recommendations of this report had
an important effect on later reforms and especially on those contained in the
School Act of 184.1. The work of Egerton Ryerson was also of prime importance in
producing a general demand for liberal and universal schools. In Upper Canada
by 1841 these liberal and equalitarian tendencies were fully in the ascendant and
in Lower Canada had gained much strength.
The Union of Upt>er and Lower Canada tcok place in 18^1. One of the first acts
of the united legislature was to recognize this popular demand for common schools.
However, there was the clear recognition that in Lower Canada no scheme of common
schools which did not explicitly recognize the French and Catholic character of
the Province could hope for success. The Legislature adopted the suggestions of

a certain Judge Charles Mondelet, a leading educator of Lower Canada, who had offered
the idea that two common schools be erected in each locality, one for the French
and one for the English. Actually I.Iondelet wished these to be of a non-sectarian
character, but political expediency, arising from pressure of various religious
groups compelled the legislators to allow the religious groups to gain control of
their respective language schools.
The Act established the so-called "dissentient" schools. The "dissertient"
group, as the word is understood in the Act, may be either Catholic or Frotestant.

The common school in each case is the school of the majority group.

The minority

group must elect specifically to establish such a dissentient school.
"It shall be lawful for the inhabitants so dissenting, collectively, to
signify such dissent in writing to the Clerk of the District Council, with the
name or names of one or more persons elected by them as their Trustee or Trustees,
for the purposes of this Act; and the said District Clerk shall forthwith furnish
a certified copy thereof to the District Treasurer; and it shall be lawful for
such dissenting inhabitants, by and through such Trustee or Trustees, who for that
purpose shall hold and exercise all the rights, powers, and authorities, and be
subject to the obligations and liabilities hereinbefore assigned to and imposed
upon the Common School Commissioners, to establish and maintain one or more
Common Schools in the manner, and subject to the visitation, conditions, rules
and obligations, in the Act provided with reference to other Common Schools, and
to receive from the District Treasurer their due proportion, according to their
number, of the monies appropriated by law, and raised by assessment for the support
of Common Schools in the School District or Districts in which the said inhabitants
reside. In the same manner as if the Common Schools so be established and maintained under the said Common School Commissioners, such monies to be paid by the
District Treasurer upon the warrant of the said Trustee or Trustees.wl
This system, designed as much to protect the English minority in Lower Canada
as for any other reason was the basis of the educational systems set up in both
Ontario and Quebec. The only significant changes made so far as Quebec is concerned
were in the Acts of 184.6 and 184-9.

1. E. C. Woodley: "History of Education in the Province of Quebec". . 7.

These two Acts removed the power of taxation from the municipal council in
the Province of Quebec and placed it in the hands of school commissioners elected
by the ratepayers. In addition, the Act of 1846 singled out Montreal and Quebec
City as distinct from the rest of the Province. These two cities were each to
have two equal and separate corporations.

"Commissioners shall form two separate and distinct Corporations, the one for
the Roman Catholics and the other for the Protestants; and one-half of each of
the said Corporations shall be renewed annually by the same Corporation. "^
Between 1849 and Confederation there were changes dealing with such matters
as normal schools, examining bodies, rights of teachers, minor aspects of taxation,
and so on. None of these, however, changed the basic pattern which had crystallized in the 4-0!s.

British North America Act.
As has already been said, the British North America Act merely preserved and
made permanent the school system in Upper and Lower Canada that had developed in
the 184-0,s and 1850fs. Its main concern was to guarantee against discrimination
of Protestants by Catholics and vice versa, and to establish the right of each
Province to maintain and conduct its own school system subject to four provisions.
(These provisions will be found in Appendix III] . The Act failed to make specific
mention of other religions, except for the general principle of allowing all to
attend the common schools.
The Fathers of Confederation here created the mejor problems with which we
are concerned. It has been asserted in defence of their action, that they were
unaware of the fact that they had overlooked any sector of the population and
that they could not reasonably have been expected to foresee the difficulties that

!• E. C. Woodley: "History of Education in the Province of Quebec", p, 1] .

arose later.

That this is not altogether true may be gathered from the following

report of a statement by Sir John A. MacDonald:

"In Confederation debates, Sir John A. MacDonald in protesting against the
excessive rights of minorities in the Provinces to have complete control of
education, said, 'You may rely upon it, other religious bodies will be sure
to protest against any particular creed having special rights, or an exclusive monopoly of certain privilege, whatever they may be.T"

However, whatever the truth of this matter may be, in the framing of the
British North America Act, no actual steps were taken to protect the rights of
any other religious groups. There was, throughout the whole range of discussion
that preceded the British North America Act, emphasis on the Christian character
of the schools.
It should be understood that the Jewish community of that time was of course
too small to constitute a problem. at Jews there were lived *ly in Montreal,
Quebec, and Toronto and in Quebec mainly attended private or Protestant schools.
In essence it is probably safe to say that the Fathers of Confederation, burdened
with matters which seemed to them of much greater import, chose to neglect the
matter.
V/hatever the facts, the Jews were left with no legally-de - Ined status in
the Province of Quebec. The subsequent educational history of the Jews in Quebec
has been the struggle to cope with this omission, and the process of bargaining
which it has necessitated.

1.

E. C. V/oodley:

"History of Education in the Province of Quebec."
p. 95 - requote of Confederation Debates, p. 1025.
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It was now, therefore, possible for Jews to be directly inscribed in the
Catholic or Protestant panels. The implication here was that the propertied
Jews were at liberty to attend either school. No specific provision was made
for school attendance for Jewish children whose parents did not own real estate.

In this first phase, our history opens with a somewhat unsavoury
passage. The recital of these details serves a distinct purpose, for it
underlines the non-unitary character of the Jewish population, a point of
which much will be made in this work.
In 1874 the Spanish and Portuguese Congregation and the Congregation
of Polish and German Jews met to consider the joint establishment of a
free day school in which Hebrew and English subjects might be taught. The
negotiations broke down completely and the net result was, the;r each established their own school. The Polish-German school closed after two school
years for lack of funds. The Spanish and Portuguese school continued for
eight years, until 1882. Both schools found it necessary to struggle for
existence and both were closed for considerable periods. At all times,
the relationship of the two was most unfriendly.
The maximum attendance at any time for both schools was eighty-nine.
Subsidies were paid to both schools by the Protestant School Commission to
defray part of the teachers1 salaries.

In the meantime, a formal agreement wa

ie (18'

,

mediation of Alderman Stephens, wl Jew:*.
Protestant schools* The Protestants agreed also to pay the sale- ' a
Hebrew teacher to visit the schools where Jewish children attended.
bulk of the children at that time attended St. George's
Lawrence-St. George 7/ard).
The tendency throughout tl ' ariod was, however, that of the total
number of Jewish children, a larger percentage year by year attended t
Protestant schools. This was especially true after , n the Ger: inPolish school ceased to exist.
In 1886, prjor to the closing of the German-Pol:sh school, th .nish
and Portuguese revived their own school, which had not functioned as an
English day school for four years, that is, since 18c . In order to rake
possible this expansion and the hiring of its Rabbi at a salary of eight
hundred dollars per annum, they took a most extraordinary stei .
In that year (1886), after applying unsuccessfully to tl Iotestants
for a maintenance grant, they approached the Catholic Board and laid before
them a plan whereby they, the Spanish and Portuguese Congrej , woul
conduct schools for all the Jews under the Cethol' nel. osed
that the Catholic G ssion collect their taxes, i.e., t] B xaxes on all
real estate belonging to members of their congregation and return

+

! of the amount collected. The Catholic Board agree .It
pointed out that at this time, Lsh an,
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therefore, was in effect that nearly all school taxes paj ws be gi\
to them and by way of doubtful consolation, the overty-st; .ts
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school with one English tea ze educ; , ace
their records, about sixty-three childrei .
The first wave of the influx of Eastern European Jews had be , as
has been stated earlier, after ] By the time with which we are he]
concerned, that is ] , the hese immigrants a" /ere
sending over fifty students to the Protestant schools, in addition to t
even larger number of children of members of the Ger
In all, one hundred and sever.ty-t lldren of Je ed
2
Protestant schools.

To meet this outlay, the Protestant Commission v

receiving, as the result of the diversion of Jewish taxes under
ment between the Spanish and Portuguese Congregation and the CatCot mission, a mere six hundred dollars in taxes.
even more irksome and provoking to the Protestant Board of ners was that the Catholic Commission wes rece nearly
slight labour of collecting taxes for the Spanish and Portuguese ] '.on.
(The Catholic Board was later good enough to cut their rate of c. n
by one-half).
The Protestant Commission was in any case working on a at.
At this stage, we are confronted with a complete lack of i
di g to B.G. Sack in his "History of the Jews in ", certain discrl -
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if so, we are unable to discove:
that certain Jewish children were completely excluded from the
ools. The available evidence does not support this statement.
know, however, that the Protestants were most displeased (understandabl
and they expressed their view most forcibly. In the report of
^rotestant Board of School Commissioners for 1887, we find;
"All public spirited persons must regard with concern the provisions
of a school law which allows the distribution of the Public School
funds as is shown by the foregoing figures, and with aversion the selfish policy of a wealthy minority that can take advantage of sue}; a la
In 1888, the Protestants went so far as to propose to the Quebec national Council that legislation be introduced to havr- all n - i. tholics inscribed in the Protestant panel, i.e., to have them declared •rotestants
for taxation purposes. The Protestants argued, with much reason, that in
any case the bulk of the non-Catholic children were attending ^rotestant
schools.
The measure was, however, oppose.

J

Catholic bishops, who nre-

vented the passage of the Bill by threatening to induce the Legislatui
cause normal school funds to be divided pro rata to lation instead
on the existing basis of one-third to the Protestants/ This would have entailed a most serious loss to the Protestant Lon, for Protestae
constituted one-seventh of the population. They failed, tl ore, to obtain this change.

1. B.G. Sack, "History of the Jews in Canada", Vol.
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Education Act of V

L

The Act of 1903 was couched in what are - t generous
Indeed, the Jews from the very time of the oassage c
as the keystone of their rights and the of the:. the educational scheme of the Province. The Jewish population at large felt t s
Act represented a liberalization of the Protestant school structure in t
direction of bringing it into line with the school policy of the eight Pf testant provinces. And, indeed, a simple examination of the clauses of tl
Act makes it easy to see how such a conclus reache. .
There is, indeed, so wide a disparity between t
Act and the subsequent actions and statements of the Protest that
one is driven to try to evolve certain theories to e Ls extre
shift. Rexford, (then principal of the Montreal Higl ool) state
the Committee had no intention that n1 rotestent school sya be
changed in respect to its distinctive religious character and itutioi
If this is so, this statement is at least in marke Vsonance with t t
itself.
An equally plausible explanation is perl ership of the Board. By 19C6 only two of the six -.embers c^ 3 Boa.
remained. However, the Jews felt that aningless to say that
should, for all educational purposes, be considered as ts unle
had (as the Act also distinctly provides) the rights an Lvi] gas of ft testants. This, to them, meant first of all rs
to be represented on the Boa:

1. E.I. Rexford, "The Jewish Population Schools", Page 19«

rtainly we cannot, at tl
of what the precise background of infc understar was betwe ?.rd
and the Jewish deputation headed . " ein.
point at great lengtl .
There was another grievance that entered lar-.
until 19C6, not one Jewish teacher had been placed in the regula: testant
schools. The Jews, however, felt that this, a
be resolved by the granting of Jewish representation.
it was extremely grievous that their tax funas should be spent withou*
presentation.
They, therefore, in 1906, fostered the introduction into the Legislature of a Bill which would have amended the cc tution of
by 1908. This Bill, if passed, would have increased the membe:
Board from six to eighteen, to be elected by both Hebrew and Protesta
ratepayers, according to t anic wards in Montreal. Lll was
defeated.
In 1909, after the defeat of the Bill, a committee repre'
parents called on the Board with a second proposal. They
ally for representation on the Board. eir exact recc. ' ' ere
the Board consist of twelve rs, frrr
vernment and eight to be elected by Protestar/
were to be eligible for such Board positions.
Their request was flatl, ^in result of osal
was to create an apparent state of al ngst the Boaru

1. Jewish teachers at the Baron de were
Board after 19C2.

on

,

of the Board and reje:
the reasor t "Jewish ]
immedi - 1; involve

a

the Board". [ rd).
teachers bee ' religiou. 1: , as
'.ant child rev 3 ' ids".

tn 1
1

' msuc

ttee. 3 may judge the bj
\/

iations from a
in ' the Com;
is tr:'fling concession was accl
' ' , - enou0v, too,
cession caused a major Iers.
j Jews then hit upon

a

' attempting \

to ' I a Jewish 3
on the 1 ' L. Rubinstein,
ular on t) LI,
L1

.

.

of the Protestant Commissioners.1

1

resist such a move. y actj »,
and the Presbyter. ntreal,
and petitions were circulated a'
pointment of Alderman Rubinstein. Letters
'Gazette1, "ur 3 Protestant population of the
proposed appointment", "urging upon the City Council that
the delicate and important duty of s tant
Board of School Commissioners of , an
and Protestant character of the School rd.
-.J a result of this stubb
its supporters, chiefly th* of the Anglican an*.". ,
the Jews were unsuccessful. , in 1917, the renc 1 . ,
certain Protestant leaders organized a joint committee Lcl - 1
petitions throughout the city, UT| that ,
be reappointed as a member of the tant board,
man of this committee, the Rev. Dr. Rexford, ct re
entatives of the Jewish population in order to point out to at

1. Of the six members of t rotestant ,
three were appointed by the City Council fc
Requ- - from 1rotestar andum to 1 ,

to

courses lay open before the Protestants if no understanding were reacred.
The alternatives were:
(a) To go on as at present.
(b) To withdraw Jewish children from Protestant schools and to require
a separate panel for non-Christians and non-Protestant children.
(c) In case the Jews secured an appointment for a Jewish representative
to the Protestant Board, an injunction would at once be taken out
against the person.
Finally the joint committee urged upon the City Council the content:'en
that such an appointment would be illegal. The City Council was unwilling
to proceed with nomination until the legality had been resolved, and the:-efore, pending the outcome of legal inquiry, accepted an amendment approving
the nomination of Alderman V/eldon.
On May 29, 1917, directly following this failure on the part of the Jews
to obtain representation, a conference was arranged between Jewish representatives and the Joint Committee. The spokesman for the Jews was Maxwell
Goldstein, K.C. The position that Mr. Goldstein took at the conference was
a moderate one. He expressed a preference for national schools with no
religious teaching. He appealed for British fair play in seeking a voice
in the administration of the schools. He contended that separate schools
for Jews^ere not desirable in the interests of the Jewish population, "as it
is important that Protestant and Jewish population should work together
for the promotion of non-Roman Catholic interests." He inferred that the
Jewish community had only minor grievances such as those that arose frc
unwise remarks of teachers and the adjustment of marks in elective subjects.
He suggested further that the whole legal question of rights of Jews
according to the B.N.A. Aet be left in abeyance, and that a gentlemen's
agreement be entered into for a period of ten years by which two Jew!

representatives be

to th<

reconsidered in ten years' time.
The Protestants, rently suspicious oh
opinion on the ultimate issue of the educt .1 question and, I
Rexford, he did not hesitate to express thi sentation would issue in Jewish control and otest
city would be sending their children to a sya
by a Board controlled by Jews".
This statement is of so in le ar
that the author has been at considerable effort to verj ' ts an
i r. hichael hirsch, who was a member of the deputation
of the 1924 Commission), categorically denies (in an interview) that ar
such statement was made. Indeed, he unhesitatJ 1 statea that it is an
injustice to even impute the thought of such a c . Q,
9, at this late stage, can do no more than note 1 . .
The upshot of the whole proceeding ay be stated in the report of
the Joint Protestant Committee :
"That the Jewish population might rest assured thi
payers of the City would never consent to hand ove: tc
and control the splendid educational .
built upon the sacrifices of half a cent
The report of the Protestan4" 3 nit tee pre af
the sacrifices which the Protestant*
form of taxation and im] ent 0 allies as institutions for Protestant education.
of large numbers of Jewish children
wit: al of Protestant children by the parents of the c]
finally, they would resist, by all 1

representatives to encroach upon the priv3]
As the result of the failure of the c ce tc
agreement, negotiations were broken offj and not of £
ant nature was heard of the demand for Jewish representation for
four years, that is, not until 1922.
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i__^ i< L La - i
Du: ' g ar years of . ;
Lgration into Canada.
prosperity c w , ] ... ^
and had become a socially well
to the Protestant g
The four 2'ears folio the war saw a
Jews, particularly froa Central
almost solidly into a single area,
xn unis , !_e be -• > 3.
It should be noted, too, that tl
ward was owned by trust ^s>
The children of the m
soon became overcrc 'red expans'
Protestant C Lss: In bee ,
reasons. Indeed, duri ars, ] , the
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ly deteriora"*"' 3 res 111 find, 3
analysis of this rocess
of the Island foi
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above 1913. e in the as.
inc 3 ins ..-ient to meet this
that over this four j
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The Protestants tried unsuccessf

to se

cert-

rate and panel structure which would have returned to t 1 cost of
educating Jewish children. They re;
and the City Council of Montreal which thwarted
At the same time the process of e: f school
centration of the poorer Jews into a well-def." Leal area a
to the Protestant Board the opportu? ' her a policy of virtual t
They proceeded to institute this by a system of "divisi ,
pie, the Baron Byng High School, built, s to ace
students except a few who lived in such remote areas a.
the city. This especially affecte- ldren who had 1
Montreal High dchool and who lived much closer to the Montreal
than to the Baron Byng,
This process of jX ' g ^la n°t solve the fj La] of t.
Protestant Board. They, therefore, in 1922, resorted to I of
a Bill into the Legislature intendec botl to r: elves of the re etions of the 1903 Act and to increase their share neutr
Bill asked that the provisions of the 19C3 Act be repeale , be
classed in the neutral panel for purposes of taxation, ai e cost of
educating non-Catholic and non-Protestant children be the first e on
the neutral panel, and that such charge be based on \ ta
cost.
This new development accelerated a sitw was i ?.
The Jewish population had been d ] Lrred
of Jewish ldren in schools and by the c on of all-Jew:.
They still retained I
for represent Hy alive. Is who] ,

they had regarded the Act of 1903 as t
which they still possessed, and which they believe
upon by the segregative measure in particular.
testant Board in seeking a change in basic legislc
a boil.
The progress of this Bill was checked thrc the intei-v n of a
committee of representative Jews, who went to ,/uebec to interview F
Taschereau. The Bill was finally amended, largely I the good -*es
of the Premier, and, as passed in 1922, contai ed the followi:

(l) That the taxes of Jewish proprietors were to
panel as before.
(2) Jewish children were for the time being to he educated under * yet
of 1903.
(3) The Protestant Board of M ntreal asatec ^s
occasioned by the education of Jewish sa
between the actual incoi
ar capita 1
defrayed from the neutral panel.

,

.e.,

ce
* 0 be

U) And, most important, the Lieut. Governor in Council after Jul ,
was to have the power to repeal articles 3
3051
revised statutes of 1
.
is virtually
tnt
The inference of this Bill can be simply stated. tus
quo with the absence of representation and tie (to t
system of segregation; and most important of all, while :A
testant Board completely against ' - sial loss,
at all to Jewish children in the Protestant s Is. bate completely dependent upon the arbitrary ti n
it.
The Protestant Board was n ., ever, m 'ory
In the next , ] , • **"
pletely the Act c

.

.

Jews would have been classed as neutrals,

no vc '

system, and no fixed ] a to attendance for their i
itself net with vigorous opposite
deputations to Quebec. a result, in part at least,
tions, the Premier refused to support the Bill and it fell t
The rejection of this Bill produced a kind of stalemate. 1
ant Committee had been unable to secure their ends.
felt that there was a Damoclean sword hanging over their heed, for ai
Premier Taschereau was unwilling to implement the as of
the Act of 1922 (which permitted the Lieut. rernor Council to
at will the relevant featur.s of the t of 1 felt
in which any succeeding government : Lntol le.
In interviews with Mr. Oarber anc . statl
testant Commission, feeling relatively s '\ ,
more inclined to seek tl ^he courts clarificatj
rights of each of the parties concerned. ,
simply because they were aware that their legal n wa. r,
were more reluctant to brii tiers to sue'
Mr. Hirsch are correct, we
otestant C Lttee during 1922 ar..
session of the 1924 Commission (which we shall shortl
based upon the hope of bringing matters to any h e.

1, . Garber was one of t issioners
ch was a Jewish

v/
to a

•

legal >]
Courts would be t - Commission1
Mr,
legal weakness of 1
id of legal rroce

groups, c.
!
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apparent legal tangles and pitfalls, that the Lieut. Governor in :ouncil
created a Commission to investigate the difficulties of the school svsteon the Island of Montreal. This Commission, established by Order-in-Coun^
July 30, 1924, consisted of nine members, three of each faith, and first
met on September 30, 1924. Its specific tasks were the investigation of
(a) the financial condition of the schools, (b) the juridicial aspect of
the position of the Jew in education.
The Commission held four sittings between September 30 and October 13,
1924. Before it there appeared the leaders of the Protestant community,
the orthodox Rabbis, Reform Rabbis, representatives of the Uptown Jewish
Committee, of the Jewish Nationalist Group, and Jewish Labour Groups, as
well as other interested citizens.
There was a free expression of opinion, which we possess, incorporated
in the form of a report under the title, "Report of the Commission on
Education in Montreal and Verdun." The authors had felt that a mere cursive account of the proceedings would not recreate the flavour of the conference, and has therefore made extensive excerpts which follow. These
quotations have a further and considerable value in that they are relatively modern and may be presumed to have some bearing on the actual presentday viewpoints of the engaged Parties. They also present the first genuinely
educational view bearing on the position of the Jews, unmarred by financial
considerations, since the Act of 1922 had, for the time, removed all such
financial problems. The expressions of viewpoint we have are, too, the
first survey of such opinion officially recorded, as all previous conferences had been carried on behind closed doors. On all these grounds
felt constrained to quote most fully.

•

The major speakers both in point of volu

oe, v.

(a) For the Protestant Sub-Committee:Dr. Rexford, Rev. e, ..ess: .
Cree!
(b) Individual Protestant opinion;

Judge Howard, . , .h....,
and Rev. Dr. ~^est.

(c) For the Uptown Jews;

ell Goldsteii , . .,
.

(d) For the Orthodox Jewish Repres
tatives of the Jewish Committee
Council;

.c r: : tt.

Louis : ' , .C., ax
ohen.

(e) For the Labour groups;

Mr,

1 Garbe: .

(f) Independent Jewish opinion;

3rman rt and
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Proceedings of the 1924, Commission.

7/e have mentioned in the previous chapter that the Jewish communtiy
was divided into several factions. These groups were, in fact, sharoly
divided in their views on school policy. There were the "Uptown" Jews
representing the older and wealthier sections of the community who, generally
speaking, favoured composition with the Protestant Committee. The main
emphasis of this group was on Jewish representation on the Board.
The other principal group was comprised of the Orthodox Jews, officially
embodied in the Jewish Community Council. This group was nationalist in
tenoi/r and would have welcomed the prospect of a separate panel. Peculiarly
enough, these were backed by the major Labour groups which, while not of an
Orthodox or religious character, were, nevertheless, nationalistic in
outlook.
There were also minor and unrepresentative factions, principally that
of Alderman Schubert and H. Wolofsky, the editor of the Canadian Jewish Eagle,
who favoured a kind of geographical autonomy for the Jews within the Protestant system* Their proposal was ingenious and is quoted here, in part.
The Protestants, as will be seen from the excerpts here given, cc^ ad
three groups. One group stood flatly upon the claims of the Protestant Board
of Commissioners, end several of this group were actually members of the
Protestant Board. This group welcomed Jewish students but only on the
arbitrary conditions laid down by the Protestant Board of School Commissioners.
A second and smaller group opposed the 'ssion in toto of Jewish
students to the Protestant schools. The argument advanced was that they
wished the Jews and Christians to be entirely separate, so that the Prote:
ant schools might retain their "Christian" character. The chief proponent

The third group might be called the "lil

al" I

ants. This group favoured concession to Jewish d
degrees. Some wished, for example, to accord r fei

%

but nevertheless to maintain the essentially Protestant
school system. Mr. Marler, M.L.A., and Mr. Snow represenxed ates
of this viewpoint.
The extreme liberal view point is r
froiii the speeches of Dr. Best. arable s;ace has been
Best!s statements for the very good reason that hifi , oe
amongst all those presented here, to hav u Lc edi
Indeed, it appears to be true that E . jst alone
body of speakers, possessed a breadth of viewpoint that con: to a libe
philosophy of education. Ke at least (and again alone Ldea
that it ought to be the task of the school sv to e
and that it could not be to the advantage of the community to so ar:
an educational system as to alienate any one section
the others.
The various excerpts folic \

Dr. Smythe. Chairman of the Protest:
for the Protestant Board of School
"There is a section of irotestant ' * thai
if there were a separi I el, ai ™ *I do not thi , however, that r sents I
the most 1 jhtful t us. I bel'
thoughtful people a

e

panel for our Kebr-- - ^
side of the question, there ifi •

.

agreed .the Protestants should have the full cost of ec

rs

who come for education In regard to holidaj ,
some truth in what Dr. Best has said, that a good deal c
be overcome with a little good-will
in any manner, shape or form to force re V Ideas upon
do not want them Yet notwithstai fact
Howard, and others, may have to make sacrifices, I t as a matt-:
broad national policy a separate panel would be a baa t ' .1
you can build up a great Canadian nation if you rt
sections of the children into separate water-tight c
seen some of the mischief of that system in the Old Country, and we
will not start it here. I think it is a bad system, and It iy
leads to confusion I do not knoi if Dr. Best 7/as serious in what
he said with regard to any elected Board. I do 30
enamoured with popular elections in Montreal that we want to introduce t
system into the Protestant Board of School ners [ not
know if you get a street corner orator, or politician, or a
swing votes in the different constituencies, he would be I st type of
man for an Educational Board. Of course, V . 'est is a
humourist, I never know when he is sei ' ".

r. Snow;
"I agree thoroughly aitl Mr, Justice Howar
factory solution of thia ] other than c
panels for all the separate groups.
estimate of impossibility ols without - on
of the 1 Cat' 3. Lty needs

it seems to me, is unity.

It is too much divided. T

elements of the city have an opportunity of coming together a

I '

about a greater degree of unity, even if we have not
operation.

It seems to me the only stumbling block in

community schools - schools represei

the community an

Ideals

the non-Roman Catholic element in the city - is the quest j
instruction in the schools".

Bishop Farthing:
"I would like to emphasize the fact that we as e

,ce

have preserved to us the right of Christians under t

Act and it is

part of our Confederation standing, as we take our stand on it
feel if our children are to be taught the Christian religion and are to
have the atmosphere of Christian life around them,

+

teachers, and we, therefore, take our stand upon the rj
by the B.N.A. Act

jervea to

If those who are not Christians sen

children to our schools I think those children :

Id hi

I at educr

which we are able to give tl em, but those who send t
PO :er or influence that would destrc

racte

ools

JL

or destroy the power of the Board to preserve the character of
and the school, or destroy the freedom of i
them to rectify any inequalities the;

' 3 en

tion
fro- ti

It is one thing to be generous: it is another t
strangled.

We desire to educate others, but we want to have

quality of our own education.

I

unanimous opinion of our Ai

an clergy in

voice the opinion of the great ma/
going to answer for all the

Lee i
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Judge Howard:
"I think gentlemen of my class, Protestant men of Montr al,
ponsibility of the education of those who are oroT
situated as ourselves, and we appreciate the fact that st
as good an education as it is possible for us to give them. ave alwa;
had the feeling, however, that the burden should be borne by the
as a whole, rather than by a small Protestant minority ^t
desire is that those who come to our shores should beco
I do not feel we are going to accomplish that end any better b
to keep the two races in the schools of the inority t<\ r
think a separate panel for the Jews is inevitable; and I shoul.
would prefer it, but, of course, they mu eak for selves
I think the great French Race and the ce c ', mite into
schools; it would be ideal, because we would be t< , and we v:
a real melting pot. Of course, there is some lo i great aalities are forced into association, but there is also a very eul

Dr. Best;
"On the other hand, those in control of

J

rotestant schools

them not as public schools but as Be L- rivate 3 ^ols be:
an independent inter-denominational Protestant I
such a view may seem to Protestants have grown up outside pebec, it
is taken as a matter of course by many who have lived all Lr 111 Ln
the Province A separate Jewish school I
Jews of the next generation would be in I B best t
of Judaism but of the most bigoted, re . It «
probably mean two c ichool ayal
schools are not likely to tolerate I dox school

It would certainly mean a tremendous loss of educational opportunity for
over 10,000 future citizens. Instead of a process that leads to the assimilation of our national ideals of citizenship and culture and ethics, we would
substitute a system which would operate in the opposite direction. If we
wish to reproduce the bitterness and futility which characterized the Jewish
problem in Russia and Central Europe this Bill is a long step in the right
direction. Common schools are the greatest solvents yet discovered for our
hereditary social divisions. Separate schools increase social separations....
There is no economic necessity for the attempt to rob the Jews of the
educational rights they have enjoyed for the past twenty years. There are
no insuperable administrative difficulties nor indeed any very serious ones.
The problem of religious instruction only exists because an attempt is being
made to carry forward a policy which is contrary to the carefully considered
and official pronouncement of the following Protestant bodies co-operating
as the Religious Education Council of Canada:
1. The Baptist Convention of Ontario and Quebec.
2. The Church of Christ.
3. The Congregational Union of Canada.
U. The Evangelical Church.
5. The Methodist Church of Canada.
6. The Presbyterian Church in Canada.
7. The Young Men's Christian Association.
8. The Young Women!s Christian Association.
9. The Student Christian Movement.
With all due respect to the Chairman of the Protestant Board, I question
whether the Bill really represents the mind even of his own colleagues.
Even if this is true, I think the government should be guided by the official
pronouncements of the Protestant Churches rather than by the opinion of
individuals on a local Board. This is particularly true when one-half of
the Board is appointed for other considerations than their expert knowledge
of either education or religion.

In the third place there is an increasing party among liberal Jews and
liberal Protestants who are chiefly concerned over the capacity of the
schools to get control of the moral and ethical life of children and to
prepare for the practical duties of citizenship. This group is not so
much interested in laying a basis in Biblical authority for certain theological propositions as in establishing habits of intelligent co-operation,
in strengthening the motives and interest which lead to social conduct, and
in developing ideals and purposes which will increasingly control behaviour.
To the members of this group (and I count myself as one of them) our present
system of formal instruction in Biblical material, either from the Old or
the New Testament is unsatisfactory and inadequate.

Certain prominent Christian leaders have publicly advocated an educational
policy based in the Sinn Fein doctrine of "ourselves alone" without regard
to the consequences to the children of the stranger and the poor. It, therefore, appears to us that a more practical, scientific approach to the problem
of moral conduct is long over-due.

We are quite clear that boys and girls in their teens hastily stuffed with
the pedagogy and materials of a dozen subjects during a few months in
St. Anne's are not adequately prepared for teaching the Christian religion.

Under these circumstances it is quite clear that there is no necessity
for a break with the Jews on religious grounds. As a matter of fact a
large group of informed Protestants have long desired a radical revision
of moral and religious instruction along lines which would not be unacc table to Judaism, ./here vital differences do exist, they believe that these

can best be handled by the Churches and should not be a part of
school instruction.

] Lc

This Province has too high a reputation for r-

toleration to give way to either of the extreme groups now see

to

separate schools in order to teach dogma or to further sectarian er.

Tin: Jh::s
Lr. Caiserman. for the Nationalist group, and favouring

arete s

"A Protestant view of life is impressed on the Jewish children thrc
curriculum which is intended and designed for the Protestant education of
the children, and through the teachers who have to a
curriculum

]

the s '

From time to time occurrences take

ant schools which are unfriendly towards

; for

of Jewish children feel as "tolerated strangers" v;
ant schools.
child.

This consciousness affects very unfavouri

the soul c

Discriminations are made against the Jewish unive

I womei

who desire, and are qualified, to teach in the secondary or elf
testant schools".

Mr. liichael Garber A for the Labour grouos;
tf

ffe feel we are full fledged Canadian

enjoy all the rights enjoyed by our fellow citizens
treated on a level of equal' 4 ,

,__;

;,

Ltfa the other c

.C;

"I speak in the name of
see

wi1

grief in I

'ta the di.

children, and the disappearance of ev j
tradition, and who see with sorrow th

Lty between tbemsel

be

themselves and their children and which they are no longer
I ask you particularly, French-Canadians and Er
deny to us Jewish-Canadians that fundamental prj
children as we see fit, that principle for I so ve>'
consistently fought, and won for yourselves".

. Benjamin:
"I would like to draw your attention to the fact that tl I ers are
unanimously in favour of a separate school.
ation all possible solutions ana I wish to stress t
separate schools because it is the desire i B workers. re
is also that if a separate panel be granted,

J

' mers

constitute a Board of Administration which e elected b

Lr. H. Wolofsky;
"I understand we asked for separate schools, and the same answer was given
by the Prime Minister as was given by one of our friends to.
this were granted, probably other nationalists would
same thini How would it be if the {
out of the Montreal panel, not calling it exactly a a
neutral system, and all the neutral children
schools, to be paid out of tl
be paid into that neutral syste-, and tl
demands for other separate schools,
There will be no religious denominal I
may be grouped ana the ren in et
education. Under this syste I ere wou]

t

. Nathan Gordon;
"I am opposed to a separate panel, and I t
Commission to entertain anything of the sort. You i
whereby the ^rotestant Board will take the Act of 19C3 a:
to them, 'You have to understand that
of 1903 to be abrogated, and me want you to interpret ' I
that you will treat your Jewish partners wit] i
Unless this can be done, I tel] , it will be far better f
a system of our own, much as I do not li] .V.

Rabbi Merritt;
"....I want to take this opportunity of plea.
the agreement of 1903, which has made in the . , : wl ich, ,
will continue to make in the future, a broadei
gerous separation. I wish to repeat wh«
ceded me have already told you; that the
patriotism, and a vision of this unified Si sal, yei
'de and self-respect and we must
when the host omens the door and asks us to step for

In addition to these two groups there
resenting the Council of Instru

"I would not like you (:
the speech as made by tl n of
doubtedly an ut a. 1

cert '

re]

City of Montreal, because I deny absolutely

.

Protestants in the City of Montreal who ao not
the way the Chairman of the Protestant Board has s
Commission. That speech, to , (and I sa; '
full of intolerance,- and if it is full of intolerance G US
other members of the Board are following their 1 ike a
docile sheep, then they are equally intolerant. But all
do not take the view of intolerance towards the ontreal'.

re

From Minutes of Jewish Commissioners ( f r n o t l r - n ^ ^ ^ C o ^ s i o n ) AUg. 2,. 1 9 2 ^

Captain W. St Montefiore, representing the "Corporation of Spanish and
Portuguese Jews" was called upon to audress the meeting. He J S not
speak as a representative of the "Educational Committee" - - these will
have their own delegate later on. He spoke only for his svnagogue. He
read a memorandum in which among other points, he opposed segregation"
m the schools and favoured the just appointment of Jewish teachers in
public and high schools. He said that London County Council schools
had the same problem as we had here, and all factors, including the right
of Jews to observe their religious Holidays, were amicably regulated
there. He promised to submit the details of this Congregation's concrete
proposals at the next session of the Commissioners (Tuesday, September 2nd).

Mr. Henry We infield. K.C., Advocate, who was in the audience, here arose
and explained that the "Educational Committee" was preparing a memorandum
along the lines set forth by Captain W. S. Monte fiore, and that it would
be transmitted shortly to the Jewish Commissioners.

Mr. Lozinski. who spoke before, here interjected the remark that there
were fully 90 percent of Jews in Montreal who wanted religious instructi

Mr. Figler. Advocate.
Up to a few years ago, Jewish girls that graduated from Lacdonald College
used to get positions without difficulty. There was no complaint that
Jewish teachers did not teach efficiently, that they interfered in any
way with the Scriptural teachings. Jewish girls took up teaching a"
salesgirls, stenographers, and even shop girls get more. There is a
complaint that Jewish girls do not remain teaching for a long time but
leave to get married after a few years stay, but in the opinion of fcr.
Figler, "even if that is true, it is not a bad situation." Hew blood
is an advantage in teaching from his own experience as a teacher of Hebrew
for many years. Even the girls that obtained government scholarships from
the Government on graduation from public school and were compelled I
attend Macdonald College on account of a contract that they had signed,
even they did not obtain positions in the schools this year. The Jewish
girls that came out ahead in the Teachers1 School did not get positions
whilst the Protestant girls that hardly passed did get positions. "Is
this justice?" Dean Laird of Macdonald College warned personally the Jewish
girls not to go into teaching because they would not get positions.

1. The

-

*ect:

Mr. M. Dickstein - Mr. Dickstein said that the withdrawal of Jewish
children from the schools would naturally lower the price of Protestant
school building bonds. He stood by his original idea of separate schools
for Jews, and that the Jewish Commissioners should ask for this. He
thought that we would get separate schools if we only asked for it. The
Jewish Commissioners do not have to consider what the Protestant Board
thinks. Let the Jewish Commissioners ask only for the maximum: either,
1. Separate schools.
2.

Full representation.

Mr. H. Wolofsky - Mr. Wolofsky quoted Premier Taschereau as favouring
representation, and if not, then the Jews ought to have "separate schools
Mr. Wolofsky objected to Jewish teachers teaching the New Testament to
Jewish children. This was being done today. This practice should be
abolished. He wanted "representation" and if not, then he insisted upon
"separate schools". He wanted the "conscience clause" so altered as to
follow the idea outlined by Ivlr. Caiserman, so that Jewish children should
not be obliged to be taught the New Testament, nor should Jewish teachers
be compelled to teach it to Jewish children.

CHAPT

Reports of the 192Z. Commission

The quotations given In Chapter Six si he vasl irsitj I '
of the Commissioners. It was plain that there was no ol
true agreement, that is, one which would be acceptable to all parties E
valid in law.
The Commission, since it could not agree on any one so: U , sul Ltted
a report in which it listed the various memoranda it re
tion, of the majority of the Jewish representatives, the of t Lsh
representatives, the Catholic report, and a general n by le
Commission.
(The other Problems dealt with by the Commission are omitted he]
being directly relevant to this Paper).
We shall summarize these memoranda in a cursory f :
The Protestant submission opens with a detailed account of the i al
background of the whole problei . It proceeds then to list, and la;
emphasis upon, a series of legal questions ' ih had been submitt* I the Pr testant Commission to Mr, Eugene Lafleur, K.C. . Lafleur!s opj are given
in the memorandum in detail; an abridgment of the he me:

The Protestant memorandum goes in1 bhe history
of Catholics and Protestants in this Province, and reviews the
the Pinsler case. It follows t] is e subsequent legisL
and 1909. It notes the; increase of Jewish st s in Prota
makes mention of the Bills introduced into the Le tants
in 1922 and 1923, lists a series of questions which the
mi tied, the qu ;ns submitted to . . gene Li , K. ., _r

with his opinions and conclusions which are stated as follows:
a. That the statute of 1903 is ultra-vires; first, insofar as it confers
on the Jews equal rights with Protestants, depriving the Protestants of their
undivided control in the administration of their schools; second, insofar as
it compels the Protestant Board of School Commissioners to recognize the
qualifications of Jewish teachers.
b. That the appointment of Jews on the Protestant Committee of Public
Instruction would be unconstitutional.
c. That the appointment of Jews as advisory members to the Protestant
School Board would be unconstitutional.
d. That the appointment of Jews on a C antral Board having the financial
control of education, as proposed by the majority of the members of the
Jewish Commission, would be unconstitutional.

Reaffirmed in their previous stand by this advice, the Protestant
Commission's report follows with these recommendations:
A. That it is not in the interest of the community that a statute of
general public importance which is open to attack on the ground of its
unconstitutionality, should remain in existence.
B. That it would be useless to seek any amendment to the British North
America Act.
C. Thet the dual or separate school systems created at Confederation
should be maintained.
D. That it is not advisable to create more panels and thus add further to
the complexity of the existing system.

1. The eventual Privy Council finding in 1928 contradicted this.
2. This obviously ridiculous notion reflects the polemical character
of the submission.

.

E.

That the reason advanced for the appointment of Jewish representatives

on a Central Board, such as is referred to in the foregoing paragraph,
viz: "No taxation without representation" is unfounded in view of the fact
that Jewish citizens of Montreal have exactly the same rights as all other
citizens to elect representatives to the City Council and to the local
legislature, the only bodies having the right to impose and control taxation for school purposes.
F. That all children, irrespective of race or religion, are entitled to
an education in the schools of the Province.
G. That the attitude adopted in 1903 by the Protestant Board of School
Commissioners of the City of Montreal with regard to the education of nonCatholic and non-Protestant children, was proper and commendable and that
in the interests of harmony and national unity, all the facilities of
Protestant education should, insofar as circumstances permit, be continued
and made available for the education of such children.
H. That every facility should be afforded such non-Catholic and nonProtestant children to obtain an education of a standard equivalent to that
afforded the Protestant children of the Province, due regard being had at
all times to the welfare and interest of such Protestant children.
I. That for the foregoing reasons, the Act of 1903 should be repealed,
or amended in such manner as to eliminate all such provisions as are open
to attack on the ground of unconstitutionality, and that such further
legislation should be enacted as may be necessary for the following
purposes:
1. To clearly define and determine the rights of non-Protestants and
non-Catholics.
2. To provide for and assure the undivided control and administration
of the Protestant schools by Protestants as contemplated by the
British North America Act.

3.

To make provision for the equitable distributioi
of the cost of the education of non-Protestants and n
on the whole populations, irrespectj
of ft

J. That the questions of Jewish holidays, Jewish teachers,
regation, are questions of administration and as such must : et
to the discretion and control of the Protestant Board of D1 Commisr I
Such questions should be approached, considered and dealt v ] - se
interested in a spirit of equity, fairness and toleranc .

The report concludes with an offer to permit the Jews, in the light of
the fact that they could not obtain direct representation, to have sc
legally established medium for making representation to

4

rotes'

Commission for the correction of any such grievance as rise.

The report of Messrs. Hirsch and Cohen,

esentatives on th

Commission, is then given;
"As stated in the heading, our proposed plan is only a skeleton
suggestions for the solution of the
on tl
ISLAND " I
AL. We necessarily have concentrated our a
the important principles only".
The plan is given in the form of two general divisions, ors
state "to be equitably effective must be taken as a whole".
Vfe have given some more nearly complete quotations fr- e plan in the
appendix. In essence the plan calls for:
A. The creation of a metropolitan-financial school commission.
B. The abrogation or amendment of existing laws and the enactment of
new legislation.
Under "A" the submission proposes that this commission was tc ut of
fourteen members apuointable for three year terms. ven c ese were to be
appointed by the Protestant Beards of the Island of Montreal and the oi
seven, of whom three were to be non-Protestant, (presumably . by t
Lieut. Governor in Council.

*s commission was, according to this plan, to have control of

-

ances, taxation and plant expenditure, and was in fact to have
ilar to those of the Metropolitan Catholic Commission.
The reoort also contained a re commend at ion for a urh rate of tar
for all non-Catholic property for the entire Island of Montrei .
Under "B" the memorandum continued;
"The acts of 1903 and 1922 may be abrogated or amended, and new legislation
shall be enacted which shall include the folic fundamental provisions:
1. (a) All non-Catholic children shall have the right to attend the Protestant Schools, and shall be received into tl
otestant ochools and treated
in all manners, and exactly on the same terms and conditions as Protestant
children.
(b) All non-Catholic ratepayers shall pay Lr school taxes into the
Protestant School Panel.
(c) It shall be illegal for any Protestant Board, or any Pr' al
or Teacher, to discriminate in favour of or
ist any pupil because :
race, religion, or creed.
(d) It shall be illegal to segregate or otherwise separate school _n
because of race, religion, or creed,
(e) A religious-conscience clause is to be included in the Act.
(f) Non-Protestant pupils shall suffer no disabilities in marks because
of absence on Religious Holidays.
(g) Non-irotestant teachers shall not be disc nated a, it but shall
be considered on their merits for both appointment and adv.
ent.
2. Non-Protestants shall have the right to appointment on t
Public Instruction under the same conditions as Protestants, anc
non-Protestants shall be forthwith appointed to this Board".
An Advisory Board of three non-Protestants i no vc :s was

a

be appointed by the Lieut. Governor in Council to make rec n to the
various Protestant boards on matters pertaining to non-Protestant

The report lays emphasis on the fact that Jews constitute 35 pe.
of the Protestant students in Montreal. It points out that Jews Wc
consulted by the Protestants in 1922, when the latter introduced their Bill
to abrogate the Act of 1903. The report mentions the segregatio. Jewi
children in certain classes in schools, and then proceeds to draw the following conclusions :
(a) All the children of the Island of Montreal irrespective of race,
religion or creed are entitled to an elementary education in the
Schools of the Island of Montreal.
(b) The Jews and other non-Protestants and non-Catholics are entitled
to equal rights for themselves and their children with regard to
all school matters on the Island of Montreal to the same extent as
enjoyed by the Catholics and Protestants, and must assume equal
obligations.
The memorandum then stresses the legality of the 1903 ^ct and the fact
that it was arrived at with the full and free consent of the Protestant
Board. To substantiate the legality of this Act, the memorandum appends
the opinions of Wallace Nesbitt, K.C.

Mr. Shubert, the remaining Jewish member of the Commission, also presented
a report. He stated, in substance, that he preferred a new general arrangement

rather than a patching-up of the 1903 Act, which he claimed was in any case not
being honoured. He proposed:
DIVISION OF THE PRESENT existing Montreal ^rotestant Panel (f> il
Purposes) into two sections. Protestant or Christian Section and Jewish
Section.
Protestant section to have jurisdiction over the schools where the
majority of attending children are Christians.
Jewish section to have jurisdiction over the schools where the majority of children are Jews.
This jurisdiction question to be adjusted yearly by the
FORMATION OF L BOArD to be known as the Ifetropolita

Commission to arrange and manage all financial problems c
on the Island of Montreal under its financial jurisdiction. I
to be composed of one elected member of each section and thre€
of the Montreal section. Two of these members to be Pi I
third a Jew.

Is
bers

ALL TAXES TO BE LEVIED ON THE POPULATION for school purpc ill be
uniform in character.
EVERY SECTION TO HAVE COMPLETE AUTG Mas to the enga^ I ol
teachers and principals.
EACH SECTION TO SUBMIT A SEMI-A1 DDGET for the B 1 of
Central Financial Board.

a

THERE SHALL BE NO DISCRBAINATI N AS L or class-room a
child should attend, so long as he or she resides within the geographical section of the school and the said school is under the financ:
jurisdiction of the Central Board.
A NUMBER OF COMPETENT JETBB to be added to the Committee of Public
Instruction.
NO RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS TO BE TAUGHT 1 . .. After that hour,
children may be permitted to remain and receive religious instrueti
or modern Jewish education, if they so desire. The instructors to
come from outside, and no child shall be given or lose marks on religious subjects. (Conscience clause to be strictly observed).
NO CHILD ATTENDING SCHOOL UNDER THE JURISDICTION of the Protestant
section shall lose marks for being absent during Jewish holidays.
ELECTION 0T BERS ON THE BOARD OF EDUCATION should ta iace under
the New Zealand System. A board of governors, nine in number, has jurisdiction over one school or perhaps over the schools of a whole city. Of
this board, the three members are elected directly by parents of t
Is,
four are elected indirectly by the parents, while two are app.
the government.
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES TO
shall be proportionately
scholarships to children
unable to do so owing to

BE GIVEN TO THE CENTRAL FL A U \. " Lch
distributed to the sections in the form
who wish to continue their studies but are
financial circumstances.

r. Schubert states that his plan is based on a federative concept.
Each of the twelve points given above takes the fc.
heading and is supplemented and explained or illustrated. . rt
concludes by stating that, in the event that his com Ian si
prove unacceptable, he would recommend only one solution - a se-ar?
Jewish panel.

The Catholic submission deals with purely Cai

Is,

therefore, not included here.
The general conclusions of the Commission are that: (Transl
the French)
(a) The Commissioners desire the maintenance of the two systems of
education, Protestant and Catholic, in the City of Montreal,
and declare themselves against the idea of creating a third
panel for the Jewish population of Montreal. Mr. Jose
rt
dissents, Messrs. Michael Hirsch and Samuel 1?. Cohen concur on
condition that another satisfactory solution to t
be found.
(b) In view of the difference in opinion of Eugene Lafleur, Lav ,
K . C , and Wallace Nesbitt, Lawyer, K . C , mentioned in a
memoranda of the Protestant Commissioners and the Jewish
' sioners, Messrs. Hirsch and Cohen, the Commissioners suggest unanimously that in order to solve in a legal and equitable manner
the question of the right of Jews in relation to 1
Votes tant
schools and others on the Island of M.ntreal, the government
should submit to the Court of Appeal, ana if need be to the
Privy Council, the question placed before the above mentioned
counsels and also all other questions concerning the matter
which it may consider relevant.
(c) This Commission recommends respectfully to the Government that it
maintain the educational status quo until the courts shall have
rendered their decision on the questions whic
111 have been
submitted to them.

- I

.

J_
As can be seen fro
stations placed by the v rties
on the legality of certain 1
sals, to be
re as
ation tl bhe courts of
minority.
3 general conclusion Lssion
the status quo ought to be
arranged pri\
bers of the Committee
The action was ace
Province of Quebec by . . Hirsc) "a..
successively over a of tl I
Canada and t rivy Council in Lor
lie and Protestant cc 'tees contest
tions were placed before these Courts for int
lower courts do not interest
decision of the ' .Thus,
"ts in Immediate
Privy Council and the answe

.

• ings of the Friv;
urt.

'

~
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Questions Submitted.
1.

Is the Statute of Quebec of 1903
(3 Ed.7,c.l6) ultra vires?

2. Under the said statute (a) can
persons of Jewish religion be appointed to the Protestant Board of
School Commissioners of the city of
Montreal?
(b) Is the Protestant Board of School
Commissioners of the City of Montreal
obliged to .appoint Jewish teachers in
their schools should they be attended
by children professing the Jewish
religion?

Answer of the Privy Council.
1.
, except so far as it would enable
persons professing the Jewish religion
to be appointed to the Protestant Board of
School Commissioners in the City of Quebec
or Montreal or to any Public Board of Examiners or to take part with Protestants in
the establishment of a dissentient school
outside those cities, and except so far as
it would confer the right of attendance in
dissentient schools outside the cities of
Quebec or Montreal of persons of religious
faith different from that of the dissentient
minority.

2.

(a) On the construction of the
statute, yes.

(b) No.

3. Can the Provincial Legislature pass 3. (a) No.
legislation providing that persons professing the Jewish religion be appointed
(a) to the Protestant Board of School
Commissioners of the City of Montreal;
(b) This committee is the creation of
or (b) to the Protestant Committee of
post-Union legislation, and, therePublic Instruction?
fore, its personnel is subject to
(c) or as advisory members of these bodies?
Provincial Legislative control; but
as it is presently constituted, ^nly
Protestants are eligible for appointment to it.
(c) This question can be answered or.
when the powers and duties of such
advisory members shall have been
defined.

*'ons Su v " i , ° d t

t]

L

4. Can the Provincial Legislature pass
C
legislation obliging J
aard of School
Commissioners of the City of Montreal to
appoint teachers professing the Jewish
religion in their schools should they be
attended by children professing that religion?
5. Can the Provincial Legislature pass
legislation providing for the appointment
of persons professing the Jewish religion
on the proposed Metropolitan Financial
Commission outlined in the project submitted
by Messrs. Hirsch and Cohen?

5.

6. Can the Provincial Legislature pass
legislation to establish separate schools
for persons who are neither Catholics
nor Protestants?

6. Yes. The Priv;
uncil agrees
"that it would be possible I
legislation for est' x ' ans nitl

e

ies iv Lnatj al sc
7. Assuming the Act of 1903 to be unconstitutional, have the Protestants the
right under the present state of the Quebec
Law to allow children professing the Jewish
religion to attend the schools
(a) as a matter of grace?

7. It is impossible to ai
question cat~
sally
to answer it
to be ans were
regard 4
a law
:bec be:
national
insofar as sue]
;
ive ;
I
tha*
4
testants" in the
rion
^•testant 3oa:
ers of tl
ontreal and
trustees of the Protestant &]
schools in rural

,

x

(a) Ies.
(b) as of right?-

(b) Fur
. assumi
intended is

that the en,
:n

school.,
on the part
ant School
...iss:
to admit
>n to tl
-Is r
r cor. I
3 re in for tl Li
answer is: in t]
Yes. In the
Lcioalities:

^ue s t i o ns Submi t ted.
Can the Province force the
•7.. (c)
] "unc
Protestants to accept children professing the Jewish religion under
such conditions?

&

___^

are
to discern
arte
tion, the answer
real; Ye . t h e

These answers are legally vi today.
following picture of the legal situation of t. . as in the sci
Education in the Province of Quebec:
(a) That Jews cannot in law be classed as Protestants.
(b) Persons professing the Jewish rel i cannot he appointed as sc:
commissioners in either Montreal or Quebec City.
(c) Jews cannot take part with Protestants in dissentient sc
cities, nor is the right of attendance in dissf
two cities conferred on or possessed by persons of r
from that possessed by the dissei
.
(d) The Protestant Board of School Commissioners of 1 ebec is m
obliged to appoint Jewish teachers in their schools.
Provincial Legislature cannot pass legislate
to o h "
(e) Jews may not be appointed to the financial co
school even if the commission itself
] _. The
ation of consultation with Jewish tax
s.
(f) Jews have the right to attend the common school, b; ,
of the majority, in any part of the Pa
Jews may attend as of right either a
however, Jews possess no other
s in
attendance.
(g) The Provincial Legislature can pass ]
for persons who are neither Catholic nc
taining that such legislation would not nece.
with the rights and privileges of Catholic

al and

inte.
Protestai

hile these findings of the Privy Council we
the Jewish population in general, there was widespre:
attendance of Jewish children in the Montreal Protestant s U u
re would no longer, then, be the •-•
past history of these schools; and it had beer M •
to be considered as part of the Frotesta:

,

Another feature of the Privy Council's rulings which made them less repugnant to the Jewish community was the statement that Jews could, with Provincial
permission, establish a Jewish denomination school system complete with a
separate Jewish panel for taxation purposes, and that such a system could have
complete parity with the Protestant and Catholic systems.
This ruling was welcome to both those Jews who wished composition with the
Protestants and to those who sought a separate Jewish school system. The first
group saw this provision as a lever for bargaining. The second group now saw
the way clear to press for legislation for a denominational school which would
be an expression of their own social and cultural heritage. This latter group,
consisting principally of the Orthodox and Nationalist labour organizations,
began, therefore, to campaign actively for such a school system.
The resolution given below is typical in its phrasing of the views entertained by these sectors of the Jewish community. It was passed by over forty
organizations and congregations. Indicative of its widespread backing was the

fact that only one out of over twenty synagogues approached failed to endorse it.
RESOLUTION
The Conferences of Synagogues, Labour Unions, Sick Benefit Societies,
Loan Syndicates and Cultural Societies held at the Annex Hall on Sunday,
February 17th, 1929, having heard a report on the School Problem has decreed:(1) To reject any agreement with the Protestant Board of School Commissioners which does not incorporate to the full extent the rights which have been
granted to Jews under the decision of the Privy Council.
(2) That there is no other solution of the School Problem than the creation
of a Jewish Separate Panel and the Government be asked to establish such a panel
which is in accord with the educational ideals of the Province of Quebec.
(3) That the Conference
Committee which has been
Committee which has been
end of creating separate

appreciates the good work of the Separate School
in office to date and calls upon the new separate .chool
elected at the Conference to continue its work to the
Jewish Schools.

The above resolution was read at our meeting of
and has been ratified. We declare our adherence to the idea of the establishment of Separate Schools for the Jewish children of Montreal.
SIGNED:
L
To appreciate the meaning of this it is necessary to understand that Jewish
communal life is much more intensely organized into organizational forms of this
kind than is Gentile society. Such a wide acceptance can therefore be considered
ta t£ XSXJT renrftsentfltive of Jewish communal thinking.

The <Uptown" Jews who still hoped for a reconciliation with the Protestants now found themselves in considerable disfavour. Amongst other charges
that were levelled against them were: first, that they were assimilationist,
and, second, that they rejected a separate Jewish school because it would mean
a higher tax rate for which they, as the major property holders, would require
to pay the bill1. They, nevertheless, persisted in attempting to obtain such a
reconciliation. The Protestants themselves appear to have been anxious to come
to some agreement (to be almost entirely on their own terms); many informal discussions took place and delegations were sent to the Provincial Government.
The chief Jewish figure in these discussions was Peter Bercovitch, M.L.A.2
for St. Louis, a member of the "Uptown" group. Mr. Bercovitch was in stated
and known opposition to separate Jewish Schools^ Nevertheless, whether through
pressure by the Jewish community or other reasons, he introduced a Bill into
the Provincial House which, as later amended and passed, was known as the David
Act and was officially entitled, "An Act Respecting the Education of Chilaren
of Jewish Faith on the Island of Montreal."

1. These "charges" represent a digest of the flood of letters received by
the Jewish Daily Eagle about this time.
2. Peter Bercovitch, in the 1928 Provincial elections, had defeated his
opponent Louis Fitch. Fitch has been a strong proponent of separate schools.
This election cannot, however, be taken as indicative of Jewish feeling on
this issue since Fitch ran as "Conservative" in a traditionally "Liberal"
constituency, which had been held by Bercovitch for many years.
3. In the Montreal Star of April 2nd, 1930, when the Bill was going throu,
its final stages, Mr. Bercovitch is quoted in a report from the Provincial
House as saying:
"I should deplore the institution of the third panel, Mr* Speaker, for while
I am proud of being a Jew, I am also proud of being a Canadian citizen.1.! (Applause
"And I feel that it is in the best interest of Canada that there be as little
cleavage between us as possible, and that hands be outstretched to prevent this."
-4. The Bill is known as the David Act and not as the Bercovitch
certain financial provision had to be made and such legislation may
introduced into the Quebec Legislature by a private member.
was
that to ensure its passage the Bill should be sponsored by a member
Cabinet.

Bill because
not be
also felt
of the

.

The original Bill provided for a Commission <
Jewish separate schools in any part of tl ». ]
been included in the Council of Education. This .
the right to set up school boards for Jews, subject to
the Education Acts.
Both the Protestant and Catholic committees of education consCouncil of Education took extreme exception to the inc]
of Education. The Protestant Committee passed a res
to two against this inclusion c , P. 127,
For the Catholics, Cardinal Rouleau and Bj bhie
strong stand against the proposed legisl , even while it was still a r r.
The Cardinal went so far as to circulate a pastoral letter

a

of the Province, which in particular expressed objection to the
of the Commission and stated the fear enterta that such Je schoc"
would be an opening wedge for "neutral" schools. Cardinal Rouleau to
believe that the granting of such wide povers to the Jens *<
Christian character of the schools".
There was for a time even considerable public debate between Ler
Taschereau and the Cardinal. In answering the Cardinal fs cl , r,
in an open letter of March 21st, 1930, states:
"I admit that I am astonished because, as it se; , our legis" is
misunderstood. Our Bill refers only to Montreal....lou stc :
hat
insure the education of Jews, it is necessary to falaif;
it,
a
I don't know how we can falsify it if
Id { rant
*al t
own
schools.
ch schools will not even in the least affect the C
are in no way disturbed"; (Cardinal Rouleau had infer:
at other neutrals
ask the same privilege).
"You are afraid that a Jewish School
schools
I believe that in the c
in E
that one of the prime principles of natu '

1. The Council of Education is c, ' Lttees,
the Catholic, each autonomous, except that ti
committees. The entire committee has not

to

er

educate his children.
y should this not
them to send their children to schools to
of letter).
This reply makes it quite evident P '
yielded to the Church on several points; he ^reed to the re on of
Jewish Committee to a Jewish Commission fc: treal only. L
eluded Jews from the Council of Education, while still leav
directly responsible to the Council.
The Act, as finally given sanction in 1 I93C, created a J<
J

Commission of seven members for a life of five years, with
could be replaced at any time for cause by the Lieut. Gov-

Commission was vested v/ith the same powers as those enjoyed by the Pr ' ant a
Catholic Boards of Montreal. That is, it would seA n.
There was, however, a clause which wou]
arrangement with any one of the other boards if ' ''erred to do sc .
Commission was given one full year within which to obtc ' ich an e it.
Failing this it was at once to enter upon the erection of a s< 1
system for the Island of Montreal.
The powers of this Jewish Co ere to be extrao:
0ht,

for example, set up an examining board for te s, an to

negotiations with School Boards in areas where

x
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for the admission of Jewish children. All of its actions were B ]
aporoval of the Lieut. Governor in Council, but this, " , VB at leas
in theory of the other con, 3ns as well.
In the appointment of members of this Lssion, Premie]
took the advice of Feter Bercovitch. Posaibly as a rei
members were Jewish supporters » Committee who wer,
favour of a composition wixn u.e m

these appointments by Jewish groups who cla

to n

t at least

two-thirds of the Jewish population, and who sent
Taschereau on the matter. These protests produced no r Its.
During the first year of its existence, the cor '
formally and informally with representatives of the
Commission. There can be no doubt at all that duri
came to a sub-rosa agreement which was in no way
result, exactly one year after the passage of the Lch had ere
this commission, a second act ^I'/en assen'
of an agreement of the Jewish Commifi 3 ^>1
Commissioners and the Outremont rotestant Board of Trus4 ,
This agreement, amongst others, c 1 the foil

"1. Within the school municipality now or hereafter u*
of the Protestant Board, the Jew:'
sion agrees that all Jewish c' Lldren shall attend the schools of the "rotestant
.tant
Board hereby agrees to receive the said
La.
2. All Jewish children shall be subject in all respev
and regulations of the Protestant Board apply
testant cl L] ?n
and shall receive the same treatment and be E [ect to
and enjoy the same advantages in all respects as Proteste
3. Jewish children shall attend
(as defined from time to time by
reside and within the schools so
or separation of Jewish children

the school of the har s
the Protestant Boar,
attende.
from 1
- -'•-.;r chiJ

U. No Jewish pupil shall be compelled to read or study ia or
devotional book or to take Dart in any relij
which the father or, in his absence, the pera
Jewish children shall suffer no loss or re
absence
ool on the foil
Year two (2,
on,
Tabernacles
Passover
itecost

s

four

-

6.
The policy of the Protestant Board is to c
eligible^for appointment to the teaching staff ana for
declaration of policy shall nnt. h* construed
, any v.
rights, powers, authority find duties of th^ P

~H

It was further provided that :
"This agreement shall be deemed to have gone into effect on tl
July, nineteen hundred and thirty, and shall continue for
fifteen (15) years, unless notice of termination thereof shall I
given in writing by one party or its successor to the other parJ
successor at least two (2) clear years before the exnira(15) period. If such notice is given, this agreement shall e
end of the then current fifteen (15) year perioc
This agreement actually accepted the status quo for a :
fifteen years. The only (and very mild} concession ed
was that stated in clause 6 of this agreement, which reads :
"The policy of the I rotestant Board is to considei hicants as
eligible for appointment to the tea
staff and for po
Lon.
declaration of policy shall not be construed as in any way affec4
rights, powers, authority and duties of the Protestant 3c
.1
The most amazing aspect of tl is agreement was that the rs,
after having been granted such wide powers, were sudden". The
is a certain doubtfulness about the genuineness of what foil
For example, both Jewish representatives in the L ire,
Bercovitch and Mr. J. Cohen were known to be opponents of e
Yet both of them, after an apparent complacency th t the whole year
negotiations, suddenly (after the aL
for ratification in the form of a Bill 3d veh
against this incursion of Jewish rights.
Premier Taschereau thus found himself constricted between the
the Opposition (which was at+ \ng the Bill em ' satisfaction of his two J Lsh followers.

1. This is a mervellous ex
underscor'
contained '

f meaningle^
he stat'

. Bercovitch and Mr. Cohen, Mr. Taschereau, on 1
following statement:
" I want my Jewish friends to keep this in mind. You concluded an
agreement with the Protestants knowing the facts quiJ islet" ..
After the passage of the Bill on Apr-'1 4th, a storm of
broke out in the Jewish community. The Separate " ee
which we have mentioned earlier, and which had been acting as a .
tative body of those Jewish organizations and synagogues which favoured su
schools, called a conference on April 12th. There were present over 3
delegates,'together with the members of

J

two Jewish lu.L.A's.
The meeting was held in a furious and almost violent a' e.
Accusations were made that the separet h school movem
betrayed by all parties concerned. The delegates felt rs
of the separate school committee had, for very doubtful reasons c
own, not been vigilant. They held that thi ially 3h
2
School Commission had ignored Jewish public opinion.
The delegates made it very evident to the Commission
wanted them to resign at once. Three days later tl
forwarded a letter of resignation to Premier Taschereau, asserl a
reason that they considered it "insulting" that Id have be

3
rendered "impotent".
An editorial in the Canadian Jewish le of , *as
essence the opinion which was, from all appearances, that of the bulk of
the Jewish commu at that tj ! I

1. Reported in the Canadian J
2 Rabbi otern: "The C Lttee did not consider
head of the Jewish National Workers Alliance, spoke
3. Canadian Jewish Eagle of - :-

"The David Bill of a year ago lies buried, h
' has c
of
the separate school rights which were granted to Jews by tl
Lll,
the Jewish school problem has not bean erased by this action. I
remains, painful as always".- (Translation).
In the following years the interest in the question tended t sen.
For some reason, difficult for the writer of this paper to understand, 1
Jews did not even submit a brief to the Hepburn Committee, ' Lch, as a Royal
Commission, investigated ^rotestant educational matters in 1937-38. "sh
organization or representative Jew appeared before this c ' ttee as it w-s
deemed inadvisable by the Jewish community (presumably the Canadian Jewi^
\ 2
Congress;.
It is a matter of further interest to note tha4 n in 1944 and 3
changes in taxation were made affecting both, the neutral and Protestant
lels, the Jewish Commissioners received no notification, IV bl; , it
was believed that there was no need to consult the Jews, al
a large part of the taxes involved.
The essence of this whole history appears to inhere in the phrase quoted
earlier, "The problem remains, painful as always". Certainly the net gai
of the Jews through this vast charivari which we have described, have been
very nearly nil. The right of Jewish children in real to attend • testant schools was not a concession, for it had already be granted by
the Privy Council ruling of 1928.
The history of the Protestant schools since that time shows that u
today (1947) the performance of the particulars c agreement of
has been very scant; for example, although the Protestant Boa^ ol
Commissioners of Montreal has engaged Jewish teachers, we hav

1. This translation of the Jewish was v. by tl lit<
Canadian Jewish Eagle.
2. This staJ t is mentior
the Pubi:

ontre

section on teachers how far this has be:n from any genuine acceptance
of the principle of equal right of employment. 'larly, on the question of segregation, their performance has been very grudging.
The whole passage of events had, if it had done nothing else,
succeeded in underscoring the fact to which we have adverted earlier.
The Jewish community was not a unit. There was a wide rift between
the interest and purposes of the older settled and wealthier sections,
the "Uptown" Jaws and the more newly-arrived and poorer Jews who lived
in St. Louis, St. Michael and Laurier Wards.

1. There has been an end to segregation within any one school in the
City of Montreal, but the zoning of schools has been so arranged
as in the case of the High Schools to ensure that about one-half
of Jewish High School students will attend the Baron Byng Hig
School. Thus in certain cases, Jews who live in the proximity
of the Ivlontreal High School were sent to the Baron Byng High
School and non-Jews have the choice of attending e'ther school.
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It would not be in place here to at'
picture of the finances of t tant schools of t]
of ^uebec. This question has been covered very adequa
burn Report and by the Report of . I ,
1937, and by the Montreal Protestant School Boa: _jn
issued to the general public in 1941, and more currently Lll,
various studies made by the Federation of Teacher Vic
bodies. We are here concerned soL , acts
finance as touch upon the specific position of the Jews ational structure of the Province.
The question of migratory trends and ctua4-' ' ,
of course, apart from its intrinsic interest, c]
question of fi s.
broad understanding c 'inancial j ' isible,
estimate of per capita costs and s feasible.
therefore se ' t to treat

4

a1 3 lated topics in

the same chapter, to correlate them in tl ,
t the two jointly ,

Finances i
The basic theory underlying educational taxation in t]
of Quebec is, as in most of the earlier settled parts : ,
that the real estate of the ality si
tern. Juebec, -ever, is unique in that its schools a s^
denominational charactei
based on the taxation of the

This taxation structure in general tends to be inequil
may even, in certain cases, produce far. Lc re
where, as in Verdun, P.Q., large numbers c
blocks of properties owned " sholic . In
sequent comparisons it is therefore necessary to un t
there is a general lack of realism in the statistics involved.
great part, early Jewish i [grants were a tenant poo.
certainly, by an equitable underst* is id taxes on the es
in which they lived but are given no credit in the folio '
for so doin^.
As has been repeatedly stated, the gene2 Lai
the Protestant schools has nearly always been be
grim. Within the total structure of

4

i^otes have

been, of course, individual wealJ' suci b,
which have been comparatively well of But, in general,
has been that the great bulk of the Prote.
along from one stage of near bankru a ne: .
Provincial grants, where made, have been much smaller . elsewhere in Canada. In the Province of in the decade 1" ,
Provincial Government grants varj
school expenditure. In the Province ebec the c
was 6.3 •
The cost of operation of Protestant schools has always I
higher than that Jatholic schools. In lace, i
past, a higher percentage of Protestant
school and their length of s , Lfl long .
'ldren who complete High S< ] on the Isle
double that of the Cat 1J en. The stanc

teachers is about one-thi:

Lgher than that of Catholic la;

and it should be remembered too that one-half of I
belong to religious orders and are raid only nominally.
In many rural localities, too, the Protestants are in
and scattered over large areas, with a consequent rise in per capita
school costs. Under these circumstances, the various boards have been
forced to secure loans at unusually Lgh rates of interest ,
in the long run, only increased their difficulties. In Montre. 'or
example, in 1944, the Protestant Board of School nissioners was
paying out 23% of its total revenue in the fo. ' interest on loans.
This position has been much ameliorated since 1946 by
Government v/hich by Bill Lfi assumed the total outstanding debt xhe
school systems of the Province. This has, however, involved a curtailment of the powers of these school boards, who ars now subject en points
of finance to several government Commissions.

The denominational structure of the schools has involved

na-

tion of parallel and complementary systems or taxation. Is h: I :n
achieved by the system of "panels" of which, as has been ,
there are three; the Roman Catholic, the Protestant, t

l

1.

historical process by which these panels have been created has be:
dealt with earlier.
The general understanding since ] is that the J
of Montreal are taxed at the same rate as are
money turned over to the re*
receive from the Neutral panel a
testants and Jews in the general Lon c
further provision tl the amour'

population is under -J75 per capita, that the difference will be made
from the general funds of the Protestant and Catholic Commissions.

Jewish Population Trends in Greater Montreal.
An excellent survey of the Jewish population movement may be found
in Miss Judith Seidell Thesis, "The Development and Social Adjustment
of the Jewish Community in Montreal", (McGill, 1939]. ^he author has
therefore included here only certain meagre but pertinent data.
The whole trend of Jewish population from about 1 >nward
a general movement northwestward from the area around St. Elizabel
Street and Craig Street (between St. Urbain an . Denis) thrc
St. George, St. Jean de Baptiste, St. Louis and St. Michael's wards,
into the area of Outremont and beyond to the area about June'
In 1£95 we have an official figure from the Protestant Boa:
School Commissioners which stated that six hundred ish studen
attended their regular schools and about three hundre. Lxty J
ish students attended the Baron de Kirsch school. The recorc ow
that the population was shifting considerably northwards, fo]
these students were now to be found in the Dufferin (350), the
Aberdeen School (12C) and Mt. Royal School (100).
The statistical basis for these earlier years is s) but after
1900 and until 1945, official and complete figures are a 3.
will be found in Chart II; a Leal c - ear si
the relative growth of the Jewish and Protestant school
given in Chart I: a separate comparative table for Outr
in Table IV. The migratory aspects c
1L 1 LI. ^-«U*/1 1

in the table c

J ^«

The source material for the charts and tables given bel

been

obtained in large part froi a study of the annual reports c
real Protestant Board of School C Lssioners and f:
school taxation apportionment prepared by the Divislor ountanc
of the City of Montreal (under the supervision of Mr. J.C ,
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the City of Montreal^ .
In respect to finances no figures are available for muni. ies
such as Westmount, Verdun, Sherbrooke, Vebec City ana others.
since the great bulk of the Jewish V * on is to be found
and Outremont, the figures for these two centres are sufficiently illustrative of the financial comparison between the contr' by
Jew and non-Jew towards the education of their children in tre Prote;
schools in Quebec.

1. All charts and tables to *
the end of the Chapter.

rence is made will be found

~ alysis of TL

and Charts.

A general breakdown of the above tables and those found in

x

endix wil] w the following:
The total Protestant school population in the Ci C "^real
has been declining since 1934•
The Jewish school population in the City of ttreal '
declining since 1922. (This may in part be attributed to a 3 th
rate, but even more to stringent ii ition laws ar 3 t]
Jews into suburban areas).
The most important s' char ge in the Jewis]
has been the growth of Jewish school V ,
too, it seems to have reached its 1 Ln 19*' ' ,
numbered 1545 {66% of the total school population j
and has since been declining. It 3 ered, tooj

a

in Outremont that the highest percentage of J
parochial schools.
A lesser dispersion of • h students has be _ lace
1911 into Westmount and Lncipa] re
Dame de Grace. I hed it
when about three per cent of the total J lati
in these areas, but has siace be Lining.
The lost recent
race and especially d
in Iona School 6 find that the J

' non-J • '

:

In the high schools of i
.ident at1 while the e]

fc

ound

:

:.dents constitute
ice 1943 the ratio ol a

+

1;

bout

ance bea

been relatively constant.

A ] ' c

L

oceeding to the M Lai as
seen that by 1934 the Jews were a] tribute
annum as c It) 3 cost of 75 per . ', x'
Jewish contribution had risen to
h a Protestant contribute $8] ] cost of Jll

'

u

is tics.

In summary, it may 1 Ld that 1
' both, the tant ' I ,
treal and in Ore ate- 1.
Lven. Financially, the J

x

schools of bot^
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cost and has been so for tl
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Parocr -' ools.

The term "parochial" as applied to the J I h day school.
the U.S.A. and Canada, but esnecial' i ltreal, is in tl Lsnomer. In most cases these are really voluntary
supported. They are for the mc art simile \unta:
which have been known In England since the end h cent
shall henceforth discard the term np ' .1" in :':
description.
Voluntary day schools in both Eagle
result of the desire of religj us communities to mail Lr
an environment that was considered 1 to Lval. ,
they were fostered by Baptists, Methodis , Jews, an ier se
ups; in the U.S.A., principally by CaJ Lcs, Lutherans i .
In Canada, many of the early schools were
the rise of non-sectarian public schools,
disappeared, although a good many have remained to t] -sent
This system of "parochial" schools was also the general
Jews in Eastern Europe, where in i cases n
and while it was true that the great bulk c eern.
the common school, because it c their chi] acceptance into this new society, there was, late ,
at least a tradition of such s 3

x

'all bad n.

At this point, 1
of parochial schools in general, the autl
Hon nf fhe

North America and especially of Greatei

treal to

these schools. There is, at tl is point, a strong temptation to diverge I t
a kind of general analysis of the Jew in modern soc: ty. k on
the "Jewish Problem" is clearly outside the conceivable scooe of
It is necessary, nevertheless, to pose certain considerations a storical
events which have shaped the thinking behind the formation of
voluntary day schools.
The delusion that the Jew might find an answer to
the path of assimilation and acceptance of ~ es

+

Ban culture and s1 a -

dards was ru.dely dispelled by Naziism and the sequence of his
which followed the destruction of the Nazi regime. Adolph hitler was, to tl
Jew, a horrible symptom of a disease which threat the low
of estern history. The persecutions of Jews in Central e an
plaisance with which it was viewed I 3 VTestern peoples began
1932. Naziism merely brought to a head a state of affair. ch had ex.:
potentially in Europe for decades. The stream of liberalism in had
trickled to a very low ebb.
The situation was, for thousands of relatively assi , sn
emotional and psychological tragec . It is not for the author here to at
to trace the actual workings of the ment y of felt tl
socially disowned and who, as a result of a genera i or two of x,
possessed only the most hazy and general conception of the culture of
fathers. Suffice it to say that in fashions that varied fr
to the most informed and direct, J I gan to - ulete a n
living based upon the acceptance -e

is idea had taken fil
Id strengthen and maintain tl ties be

•

In the United States the movement for parochial schools gained
1
'
momentum much later than in Montreal.
In 1944, it York
, there
were thirty-seven schools of this kind with an attendance of about seven
thousand students, and in that year there were only nine thousand, or
approximately one percent of all Jewish children of school age, attending
Voluntary Day Schools in all of the United States. By November, 19/ ,
these schools numbered six hundred.and fifty-one and there were ninety-one
3
thousand pupils in attendance.
The author is aware of a largely increased
advance enrollment in these schools for 1947 but no figures as yet are
available.
The reason for this earlier beginning and larger total growth of the
Voluntary Day Schools in Montreal can be stated s ; nowhere in North
America has doctrinaire anti-Semitism been so loudly outspoken, so vigorous
and so patronized by public figureheads as in the Province of "tiebee. In
1932, for example, there were three different French language tabloid wee'
lies and one English smear sheet, whose major purpose was to blackguard

1. The first Voluntary Day Schools in Canada arose in the estern provinces where,
however, there are only two in existence todaj . (One
:on and cne in
T
Lnnipeg). This is, on the face of things, surprising. e
b hav
posed
that such schools would have originated in the older sett]
bs such as Montreal: and this the more so since the public schools in Yfeste
re nonsectarian, while in Montreal they were (and are) rigidly den<
reasons for this paradox may lie in the character of this early i
ratio
The early Jewish arrivals in Montreal were largely either German i
of nonOrthodox cast, or Jews who have lived for some time in the Uni'
,
they had absorbed the American concept of the melting pot. On the o1
the early immigrants into Western Canada were more
directly from tl
ghettos of Eastern Europe and broi
an intense C alist tradition. It is not impossible, of course, thi
ve
may have contributed in some cases to this earlier establ
iuntt.
Day Schools in Western Canada.
2. Refj Jewish Education - A Survey oJ Lea - ;. 1 .
3. Pamphlet - Jewish Day Schools - Rabl ' I reenbe: al
Seminary of America.

3.

belabour the Jewish population and those elements of the general

ulati

who resisted this propaganda. The editors of some of these sheets
their chief patrons were interned at the outbreak of war, but B since
been released. Some of them are again active, notably Adrien Arc and, and
seem at least to receive a hearing in influential circles.
A second and major reason was the attitude of the Protestant ol
Boards towards the question of Jewish equality in the school syste It
was galling to Jewish pride to have no voice in the education of their
children. It is significant that the percentage of Jewish children in
Outremont enrolled in Voluntary Day Schools Is considerably heavier than
that for the rest of the Island. This certainly reflects a degree of illfeeling that must, in part, have resulted from the boorish attitudes of the
Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees towards the Jewish population.
In addition, it is possible that in some small part the growth of ti
Voluntary Day Schools has also been due to the general trend towards t:
growth of private schools (paralleling a growth in wealth) and

4

propaganda campaigns launched by the various social and political \
of the Jewish population in the City of Montreal.
T

liatever the comparative validity of these reasons, by 1932 and in-

creasingly thereafter there was a considerable section of tve Je ' Nation which had come to regret the failure to establish a separate Jewisl
They felt that, for the above reasons, it was not possible for t o enter
into the general cultural life of the community, i n fact - not
welcome to do so. The alternative was to retain and develop t
Hebrew traditions.

1. Le Goglu, Le Chamois, Le Miroir and the Ve
These sheets were sold freely on the news.
attempts on the part of tiie Jewish
sale were blocked by certain politicians.

l\ ell

The types of

Parochial Schools reflected inevitably the \

\ia

shades of viewpoint and belief prevalent in the Jewish c
the fundamentalist religious to the radical nationalist. F is
feeling played an ostensibly major role in the growth of these schools,
but the author feels that in large part it was merely a -symbol of unity
and of the desire of the Jews to find a formal expression of national
solidarity. Therefore, while the English studies were uniform., the
is a most complete divergence in respect to the Judaeo-Hebrew currier-

It should be borne in mind that the suprorters of the Parcel
Schools are at the same time paying taxes to the Protestant sc) ls«
The support of the Voluntary Day Schools is therefore a considerable
burden on the Jewish population, especially as only a ve
of the outlay is recovered from school fees and in certain cases, no
charge is made at all. The Jewish public 'self
in support of these schools. In 1946, these schools received, 1.
contributions, sums approximatinc uarter of a million dollars.
In spite of the dif Ticulties created by this divergence Leal
viewpoint, which has thus far prevented any kind of c ganic unity,
financial burden created by the system of double payment, all of th
Voluntary Day Schools have grown most vigorously. "olio ble show
the attendance in 1946.-1 The comparison with the total
evidences the phenomenal th o 1 as :

1. Certain small schools, su
children and 1
orkment
included.

the
1[

Lsh
re ate]

_ . .1

United Talmud Torahs
Jew"
Folk Schools
Peretz Schools
Tomehe Tmimim School
caz Hatorah School
Total Montreal

gi ri

31
It
148
9
1,1C

51
14
1
r
l '

245

2£

._

J

3^
1(
1]
0

Outremont
Adath Israel Congregation
School
Total, Greater Montreal

1,414

Plainly, the prospects of these sch
the financial support now forth' .
of an economic depression. ' provement
of the several school boards
Jews undoubtedly will tend to swell
tar, ; Jchool .
will also rt.
to be t s a ma, - - se sc s.
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

The Outremont Question.

The Outremont school question has become and is presently the focal
point of the whole issue of the insecurity of the Jew in the educational
system of Quebec. The author has, therefore, felt obliged to treat the
situation in great detail and has even gone so far as to include certain
matters which may not in themselves be significant, but which serve to
illustrate the spirit of the relationships, and to lend colour to the
actions of the parties involved.
Certain letters quoted have hitherto been of a purportedly private
nature and the propriety of their publication may be questioned. The
author regrets that he cannot accept this restriction; certain contentions
made in this thesis require these letters for substantiation and historical
accuracy. The author, therefore, uses them without hesitation.

As stated in Chapter £ , an agreement was entered into in 1930 between
the Jewish Commissioners and the Protestant Board of School Commissioners
for the City of Montreal. Apart from the City of Montreal, there were only
two centres which possessed a Jewish population large enough to warrant a
special contract - Jestmount and Outremont. The former showed no willingness
to enter into special contract, and since the Vfestmount Protestants constitute
the schools of the majority, and hence by definition, the common school, Jewish children attend by right,- the matter was therefore not pressed.

FN In practice the Westmount School Board has shown itself tolerant in
respect to such matters as absence of children on High Holidays and
the like. Actually, Tfestmount now contains a Catholic majority and
therefore the Protestants could constitute themselves a dissentient
group thereby precipitating the necessity for an agreement with the
Jewish community. However, to date no such action has taken place.

In Outremont, however, the Protestants are in most distinct minority;
here the Protestant Board of Trustees entered into a formal contract with
the Jewish Commission in 1931. The provisions of the contract were identical
with those of the City of Montreal of the same year and were embodied by
legislature in Act 21, Geo. V# Chapter 63, Schedule B.
The Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees seems to have signed this
agreement with less willingness than did the Protestant Commission of Montreal.
One of the reasons for this reluctance may have been the clause which required that Jewish candidates for teaching positions be considered and
engaged without prejudice. This clause is hedged about and lacking in
mandatory force, but the Board of Trustees nevertheless wished to have it
deleted. Only after a great deal of negotiation was the clause accepted.
An interesting and even amazing aspect of the negotiations between the
Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees and the Jewish Commission is that
the contracting parties never met. This is, in fact, true of all the
negotiations over the past fifteen years. Indeed, Mr. Garber, of the
Jewish Commission, maintained that he has never met Mr. Roy, the chairman
of the Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees, in person.
It should be noted that the Jewish Commission, in reaching an agreement
of this kind, had been shorn of the major powers which they had held under
the Enabling Act of 1930. In effect their whole remaining function could
consist only of assuring the fulfilment of the agreements.
The Jewish Commissioners seemed at this point to feel that no further
concessions could be obtained, and that their usefulness had therefore
ended. While the Jewish Commissioners resented this severe curtailment of
their powers, they felt unable to cope with the situation. Later when, as
has been described in Chapter 8, Jewish public opinion turned sharply
against them, they tendered their resignations.

The au+

g been unable to discover the exa.

resignation and what the present legal status of the .
Their resignation was certainly never formally read before gislal ,
as it was in law required to be to atJ validj . ,
acknowledged by Premier Taschereau and reported in '
ers themselves did not attempt to affirm or esser"
At the time the contract was signed,
five percent of the Outremont Protesta
years saw an influx of Jews into the suburbs of Montreal
2
into Outremont.

The growth of the Jewish-

has already been outlined in this r.
ence, Table No. IV shows the growth of J
1944 and the comparative growth
As shown by this table, by 1944 the Protestants
Outremont Protestant schools by two to one.
It should be noted that the increase of the Jewisl
affected the legal rights or jeopardized tl \ the
enjoyed in the control of educt . As a matter of fact,

1. There are certain political aspects of this si
resignations by the Taschereau government
the author to detail. The perpetuation of
guaranteed in Act 21, but no action was
-e-appoi
missioners or fill their oosts with fresh
intee:.
2 ta Lmmediate effect of the increase
expansion of school pi:
nd sti .
tween the Jews a
tants wi
Schi ] , the seconder
1 of C
the ac
increase in the :
the new facI
school, and made
added
f Trustees.

teacher was engaged despite the opposition which the Outremont Board had
shown to the insertion of Clause 6 of the agreement (which implies at least
the permissive employment of Jewish teachers.)
As is shown in Chapter 9 , at no time in the past three decades has

the financial position of the schools of the Island of ton treal been secure.The position of the Outremont Board of Trustees, while by no means the worst
on the Island, was not good. The increase of Jewish tax assessment had not
been sufficient to meet the cost of improvement necessitated by the influx
of Jewish students and the enrichment and modernization of the curriculum.
True, this increase of the Jewish population lowered the per capita cost,
but it simultaneously raised the total deficit per annum. It was this
increasing deficit which was adduced, by the Outremont Board of Trustees,
as the reason for the extraordinary step which it next took.
This step consisted of cancelling the agreement under which the Jewish
two-thirds of their school population was educated in order to relieve this
"financial burden" on the other one-third. The author cannot discover outside the Province of Quebec any single Instance in the history of education
in North America of a comparable "solution". This action was taken, it
should be noted, with no consultation of the general body of Protestants
and without either specific mandate or public discussion.
The manner in which this action was carried out deserves specific
attention. On June 26, 1943, the Outremont Board of Trustees filed a
notice of abrogation of contract in the Quebec Gazette. This notice informed the hypothetical Jewish Commissioners that the agreement of 1931
would be terminated at the end of the school year of 1945. lire rt otice
was sent to the Commissioners nor was the public or Press of the Island of
Montreal informed of their intentions. The notice aooearec in a few lines

of fine print sandwiched between large masses of the routine publications
of the kind which are required to be published by law and which almost no
one re ads;r
As a matter of fact, were it not for a chance and happy accident, the
Jewish community would have been utterly unaware of the existence of the
notice, and the critical problem in which it involved them, until after the
action had been taken. Fortunately, a reporter of the Montreal Gazette, by
the merest chance, and almost eighteen months after its publication, ran
across the item while scanning the columns of the Quebec Gazette. The Jewish
community and the three surviving Jewish Commissioners then found themselves
in the position of discovering this astounding news through the columns of
the Montreal Gazette of December 6, 1944, a mere six months before they
would have found their' children excluded from the schools.
The first reaction of the Jewish community to the publication of this
news item in the Montreal Gazette was a combination of amazement and indignation. The general view of the Jewish parents of the Island, as seen from

1. - (The Quebec Official Gazette contains official government announcements and is printed by the Province of Quebec;.
Quebec Official Gazette (No. 26) June 26. 1943. Vol. 75» page 16C.
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given to the Jewish School Commission of Montreal that t
Protestant Board of School Trustees of the City of Outremont will terminate
on the 30th June, 1945, the Agreement between the said School Trustees l
the said Jewish School Commission of Montreal, entered into on 29th Jan1
1931, which agreement was reproduced on schedule "B" to the Act 21, Geo.
V. C. 63 — an Act respecting the education of certain children in tontreal
and Outremont.
The present notice is given in accordance
Paragraph 8 of tl
Agreement above mentioned.
Dated at the City of Outremont this 21st
me, ]
Protestant Board of School Trustees of the .t.
.1. Rowell,
Secretary.

letters appearing in the Press at that time, was that the position created
was an intolerable one and that the specific actions of the Outremont Poa:
of Trustees were unbelievable and unworthy. Their attitude can be si.
up in the following excerpts from letters to the Montreal Star, ve:
of the general flow of thinking;

Monday. December 11th. 1944 - PROTESTS AGAINST SCHOOL BOAKD'S ACT.
Sir: In a recent Star the following article aoneared : "The Outremont
Protestant Board of School Commissioners has given notice of its intention
to terminate the agreement permitting Jewish children to attend Outremont
Protestant Public and High Schools."
Another fine example of the newer, finer, and better world which we
supposedly intend to create after the present conflict;
Is this what we're fighting for? Is this what Jewish and Gentile bo;
are dying for? If so, I'm afraid it's not worth it.
Anti-Judaism is present in Quebec in many forms, but never in my life
would I have believed this would hapoen. It has happened.
at are we
going to do? I have a solution.
These men are taking the same road that Adolph Hitler took in the 30's.
Look where Hitler has led us. Where will these educationalists lead Quebec?
Citizens of Outremont, write the Minister of Education, write you: . .,
write to your municipal councillor, write to your Protestant Board of School
Commissioners, demand the measure be revoked, but above all demand the
signatures of those who signed the decree.
JACK J. SHTULL.

Tuesday. December 12th. 194^ - WDM:. - .'.AT HE'S FIGHTING FORI
Sir: One of my neighbour's children came home today, and tele his mother
that his teacher addressed the Jewish pupils thus: "I am not sure, but
believe you children will not be coming to this school any more, but yoi
be going to a school of your own."
This speech was addressed in a classroom of pupils ra
g in ages fro
six to eight years old.
What do you say to a child when he asks you, "tommy, why don't they want
us in that school any more?"
Incidentally the school in question is Guy Drummond in Outremont. Maybe
you can answer that question?
As for me I know that my husband is overseas. Shoula I te
that we
are keeping the home-fires burning, and he is fig:
for his cor
his children should be kicked out of public schools?
What are all our friends, including my husband,
ng ft Democra

The obvious reaction of the Jewish community was to look to the
missioners of whose quasi-legal status the author has spoken above.

three Jewish Commissioners who were still alive were completely ui
for this action, especially as the Montreal Protestant Commission had en
no comparable notice.
The first official step, on behalf of the Commissioners, was taken by
Mr. M. Garber in the form of a letter to Dr. Percival, Director of Protestant Education for the Province of Quebec. The letter states:
"As requested over the telephone, I am enclosing herewith cli] from
the Montreal Gazette of December 6th in respect to the Outremont school
situation.
I do trust that you will let me have, as soon as possible, some inti: ation of the changes desired by the Outremont School Trustees so that I may
bring same to the attention of the leaders of the Jewish cc
, who
render considerable help as in the past."
This letter was dispatched on December 7th, 1944. No reply was rec
until December 22nd, this reply being in response to a second letter from
Mr. Garber. In the meantime, Mr. Garber, in his two-fold capacity as member
of the Jewish School Commission and chairman of the Eastern Division of the
Canadian Jewish Congress, found himself deluged by inquiries from anxious
Jewish parents.
The bulk of the incident that follows here, the author has obtained
from Mr. Garber personally. He has, in addition, been kind enough to make
available all the written correspondence which passed between him and the
Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees.
On December 9th, Mr. Garber telephoned Mr. Roy, the Chairman of the
Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees, to inquire generally into *
ing of the Board's actions. r. Roy's answer was (according to Mr. Garber
vague. He (Mr. Roy) allude.. ncipally to the financ problem, lea-.
Garber with the impression that there was no i :ous intent or Illfeeling behind the action and that the education oj ren •
not be placed in jeopardy.
1# Interview with Mr. Garber, Februar; , 194".

On the strength of this reassurance and with the '
the widespread alarm of the Jewish community, .rber, on
submitted the following letter foi lication in thi ] I

'Wednesday. December 13th. 1944 - ' OC _^
Sir:- The recent announcement that the Protestant Board of School
of the City of Outremont desires to effect certain changes in th
entered into in 1930 for the education of Jewish
by a number of "Letters to the Editor" from some Jewish citizens,
apparently worried as to whether their children will be depri
facilities beginning with the next school year.
As one of the Jewish School Commissioners who signed t]
ment with the School Trustees of Outre
,
fter c
Dr. H. Abramovitch and Dr. Max Wisei an, the only other Je
missioners residing in Montreal, I desire to con j I
of Outremont the'assurance of some of
hest
ials conn
Protestant education in the Province and in Outremont that there
tention on anyone's part to close the doors of the Protestant
Outremont to Jewish children.
The Board has made certain demands upon the Goven ,
a financial nature, with a view tc re.
i
ent f
of Jewish children.
There is no reason for the Jewish community ot r
exercised over the situation at J
resent time.

J

• be v.

This letter had a most calming effect.
that the comforting reassurance 'rustees as report
Garber could be acce . True, the
formal commitment of this kind. There was, I er, t
that the failure to contradict Mr. Oarher's
assent to its main assert: .
Mr. Percival's , 1; , '
heartenim . Garber and assuri
.e excerpt of tl is letter is
"I wae deli! I with the letter tl
Star. You inserted it at a ver.
your own reputation \
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Maurice Hartt, then M.L. Louis, was
legislative session.
Province of Quebec. Ls official she
the Outremont Board of Trusts, B in
of its school properties for sale t.
Q arrival at Montr al, i . : arl
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at once

Congress (which is on a national sea]
The Congress then c ...
other Fit. Lieut. , ,
Adath Israel Synagogue, an.
In the course of the
Dach Dutre . >
£ • U'aroer, c >]
fore confined to letters and tl 5se, below show,
inconclusive character. Thus Board of Trustees dati , 5:
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The Committee refused to accept the stand of the Protestant Board, and
sent a delegation tq Quebec to interview the Provincial Secretary, :.r.
Omer Cote. They informed the Outremont Board of Trustees of this ate
and again requested that the Board meet with Jewish representatives.
their reply, dated June 12th, the Outremont Board of Trustees, apparently
taking the view that the Jews had "gone over their head" in a; thing
Mr. Cote, directly, stated:
" that as you are already in possession of the facts as to what
transpired between the Trustees and the Government, there would be nothing
more to add.
Further, it was felt that the holding of an interview as proposed
might be viewed as a breach of confidence by the Government.
However, the Board are awaiting the advice of a satisfactory soluti
of their affairs, as submitted,end should this not be forthcoming the;
find it advisable to notify the taxpayers through the Fress or correspondence, etc. on the subject."
This letter was, as can be seen, oddly phrased. There can be, howev*
little doubt as to its provocative character. The Jews were in effect told
that the Outremont Board of Trustees could see no purpose in meeting with
them; and that whether an arrangement were or were not made, the "ta>- ra"
would be informed through the medium of the Press.
Faced by an apparently insoluble problem, the J tee,
advice of counsel, decided to notify and report to the Jewish coi at
a public meeting which was called at the Adath Israel Synagogue on June
14th, 1945.
At this meeting, the rancour of the parents was almost as (
the Committee as towards the Board of Trustees. There seems to have been a
general feeling that the Committee was unrepresentative a been
unduly secretive in its negotiations. Indeed, the ass, felt that its
only salvation lay in precisely the site , namely oi
force of public ooinion to bear urcn the whole . B
violently to "making Jewish children a poli ™nt"i
lm

Remark reported in Montreal Gazette, June ,

The assembly proceeded to elect a c

utee of se -

*

previous committee, of which seventeen the author was on< . "he as
also passed a resolution of protest forwarded to
Secretary.
The Press reports of the meeting and the for of the it
to the Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees as well as to the I
cretary, Mr. Oraer Cote, produced impressive results. On June
Outremont Board inserted an advertisement in . treal
denying any intention of excluding Jewish children and ar
whole problem was one of finance.
"In order to refute erroneous statements a
elsewhere, the Protestant Eoard of School Trustees for bl
disclaim responsibility for the present school
ith the object of preventing a situa such as now conf]
in Outiemont this Board informed the Government in 1942 that c
cial conditions, the Board would continue to educate the Jews efte
1945, only on the basis of a new agreement.
It is not the intention, nor has it e , of
Board to exclude Jews from its schools.
Our main problem is lack of adequate funds. Negotiations art II
in progress with the Government with whom the matter rest .
T'
FC:
i

This statement preceded an 1 tant Press release
The Provincial Government .at this po:: osed to
Premier Duplessis released a sta t to the Press
that he had met ' presentatiw of
that he had told them t ish <
legislation intended to solve the financia
the Protestant Schools of Montreal
artened by this ! I concest ,
during the following autumn and winter tc

he

guarding of the educational future of their

n.

Ho cone:

effected; the reason was, perhaps, that Premier sed I
the Committee any kind of quasi-official eti
them directly. Ho reasons were given for this refusal. There was, howevi
indirectly, through correspondence, counsel, and by telephone, a certa
amount of contact with Mr. Cote.
The Jewish Committee, as might have been expected in a committee
democratically chosen from such a general body, was divided in its views
on a solution. Some favoured entrance into the Catholic system. Others,
again, wished to see the establishment of Jewish Parochial schools final
by Jews alone. The third, and by far the largest group, favoured continuance under the Protestant system, if the status quo were maintained without
the recurrence of threats of expulsion and constant alarms. There 7,as,
however, a general reasonableness. The members of each faction desired
an agreement that should be workable, educationally satisfactory, and not
humiliating to themselves.
As has been said above, Mr. Duplessis, while unwilling to receive direc

representation from the Committee, had committed himself to attempt a solution
His efforts took the form of the insertion of a clause in the so-call 11
48 (Cote Bill) which passed through the Legislature in January, 1946. (The
Bill was in effect a recognition of the financial Insolvency of the school
systems of the Province. It enabled the Province to take over the ft:
debt of the schools by an issue of debentures and provide
of a flat rate of interest on outstanding debt as well as for the ral
of $13,000,000 per annum of new taxaf ^he clause in question at f
ordered the Outremont School Board to accent Jewil ildren -or another
Mr. Godbout, the leader of the ] sition, pointed out was
titutional inasmuch as it interfered W
uncons

group.

Mr. Duplessis compromised by ordering negotiations for a solution

and urging the acceptance of Jewish children for the mean
The Bill had one most salutary feature. The contention of the Out
mont Protestant Board of Trustees had been that it could not a
children because of its financial position. Since the financial inhad vanished, the contention was no longer valid.

By April, 1947, interest in the "Outremont School ;uestion" had sorea
far beyond the confines of Outremont. The Press was thorou alive to the
issue, as is shown by a number of editorials in the English ne 3 and
magazines, not only in the Province but throughout Canada and the I'.
A number of representative public bodies, Protestant and other, and in
particular, the Federation of Home and school Associat , the Interra
Committee for Democratic Action, the i.iontreal Council of a, an
Anglican Synod, had begun to concern themselves actively with the problf .
These bodies, widely different in character, seemed to feel that the ratter
was one possessing a communal and general interest, and each made public
statements or passed resolutions either for record or as submissions for
the Provincial Government. It is significant of the resefeeling of these bodies towards the Outremont Board of Trustees, that none
of these resolutions or submissions were made directly to it.
resentment also stemmed from the fact that all their attempt* to d^: ze
the Board or elicit definite statements from it were as f ^ss as had
been the earlier attempts of the Jev ' It tee.
1. "Time" and the "New lorl Star", ew Y
.", and others, discussed or l
ted the issue.

In February, 1946, the Interracial Committee f
chaired by Mr. Iaslie Roberts, the well-known columnist and author,
published a brief which entered extensively into the legal and financial
history of the issue, attacked the actions of the Outremont ProBoard of Trustees, and proposed radical changes in the educational at ;re
of the Province in order to give Jewish children equal rights with ot
The brief was ably written but made the unfortunate blunder of entering too
technically into certain points of law thereby leaving itself to attack.

The Interracial Committee was also too limited in membership to make effective
distribution of the brief and their viewpoint possibl .
More effective in terms of recognition and results was the brief issu
by the Federation of Home and School Associations in March, 1947.
in large part compiled by Mrs. M. Duckworth of Montreal, chairman of t
committee assigned by the Federation of Home and School Associat' to stud;
the problem, was an ably stated review of the history and preser stances
of the issue. Moreover, it did what no other brief had done: it ade a surv<_
of Protestant opinion in Outremont and Montreal in general. Its f were
most unflattering to the Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees ; for it drew
the general conclusion that in fact no extreme rift existed be twee
Protestant opinion; that the Outr t Board was undemocratically constituted^
and did not in any significant sense re pre sen
even went so far as to suggest the establishment of common non-c nal
schools as a long range objective.
1. Brief
Pages
2. Ibid,
3. Ibid,

of the Federation of the Home and School Associations of iuebe
13, 14, 15.
Page 16.
Page 14.

The general tenor of the report may be grasoed
quotation from the brief of the Federation of
(Page 17).
"To this committee it seems reasonable that all citizens of da sh
live secure in the knowledge that so long as there is educa^ '
children, there is education for all, on exactly the same te
less of race or religion. As a result c
Ls in
e is
convinced, that, in addition to the immediate renewal
Pact,
there is need for a more satisfactory and far-reac ' solution, to t
Outremont problem. So long as contractual agreements r
o necessar ,
there exists the possibility of the recurrence of such inc
te. Therefore this Committee concluded that the only real guarantee of ec
Ln
education for minorities is amendment to the existin,
islation so that
the Protestant schools may become the recognized
n" school for all
non-Catholic children, democratically controlled and operated. Social
custom and tradition have already done much toward convertir
rotestant school system in a Common School for English-speaking people.
re
conscious effort to achieve this would accomplish much in
defects inherent in our present law."
The report, more than any other single factor, served to focus publ
attention on the issue. Just two days after the publication of

+

and after having delayed and hesitated for months, a dele of tl
Outremont Board went to Quebec to interview I- ' . Lnly
the whole of the Montreal English Press accorded the report irable
notices and commendatory editorials appeared in the "Montreal Stanc.
fl

1

and the "Montreal Star".
The action of the Anglican Synod at a meet Montreal on
April 27th was probably stimulated by this rt of -ration of
and School Associations. This meet:' t the Synoo at tl ' nts
approved two resolutions :
(l) "That this Synod of the Diocese of Montreal, be
discrimination in any form is utterly at variance
and productive of hatred anu strife, hereby a
of all men without disti
race, colour,
all members of the Church to
every possible way the i
Lt of harmony anu Lc
and groups in the communis .
1. April 26th, 1947, rial "A Nei Deal in Outrem.

bef\
on; t

(2) "That this Synod respectfully req
Commission and direct it to communicate i
Community and of the -rotestant School Boa;
mote understanding and brother!

a

- to seek \

In the meantime, the Outremont Je ttee om r
trying to contact Mr. Duplescis with a view c
presentations. On April l6t] , . Garber,
ceived a telegram from Mr. Dupleasis referring
on the 17th, Mr. Crarber spoke to Mr. Cote bv tele here, Mr.
to despatch a delegation to Quebec. Thi
was a member, arrived in Quebec on the 1 I .
The delegation had prepared a memorandum which asked the E .cial
Government to retain those guarantees i the Jews
1931, one of which was the provision i
the delegates that while the Outremont Board of Trustees had sugges1
segregation of the Jews from Protestant student-, the Government was unwilling to countenance such messi nd that
1931 agreement would be contained intact in the ne
agreement would be, however, for only five years and the i
2
would be abolished.
The committee objected most st. ese
At this point in the discussion, . . 'ote div a
bombshell. i revealed that the Outremont
Provincial Government to fix the rate of taxation for Jew'
Outremont at a level of three mills
1 This is corroborated in an advertise:
of Trustees in the Montreal Daily Jtar,
instructions to group wherever possible
with Jewish holidays
this action was tl
of the strict observ:
of Je
xs on
In the form fl sented by . 3ote, tl I be ed
bv either the Outremont Board
notice. Tl
Lttae refr
later amended so that the agreement r

*<*

*s
•

The Government had, in fact, aire

incorpora^.

clam

Bill which would have permitted the Protesta:
this Bill had already been printed.
The delegates flatly refused to entertain or discr
. Garber, on behalf of the deleg: Lon, 1
children from the Outremont public schools and to
differential taxation were applied.
by no means favoured the views of the 0u1
at this point with a promise to consult Premier ssis on

:

seve:

differences.
The enabling Act, as finally passed,
mitting differential taxation, and in. >r
Jews in Outremont on a par with that of the P nts under tral
School Board. The Government further assumed the a of I
between taxes paid by Jewish prietors ai ual c
Jewish children. The Act also provide* Antral School Board of
the Island of Montreal was similarily to assume the
deficit for Protestant children.
The next stage of interest in

J n

was the

annual public meeti he Outremont Jewiah ,
j 1st, 1947, by which time tl Iready been
purpose of 1 ' Lttee to make a
year's activity and to receive instrue he wc:
The actual direction t
general char r than had been p] .
ordinary character wi ^k or.
n to its descr n he, .

1. Bill

Protestant and Jewish figures to atten.,
the Very Reverend Dea: neth Charles Evan ,
Cathedral, Dr. J. Cyril Flannagan, a lay me
and. Professor

T

.' . 3 1 iocesan Coll ,

.'chael Garber, chaJ n, delivered his
the Provincial Government and expressed his c
would be followed by an agreement contain!
of 1931, especially the "conscience?' teacher c" , , , ,
. Garber expressed his belief tl
was sincere in stat that the
Jewish children in the Protestant
ones. He, therefore, felt that t be no
that the agreement ran for only five j r to be
year by year. He maintained that "wit
troubles this agreement should assume a
This report was characterized 7 an a]
faction with the turn of events. Urged cons j
tude of Mr. Garber to the Provincial auth
securing this important '

l 5 J ?

e

. Garber, as chairman of the
th] guest speakers had spoken.
the conclusion of Mr.
comment, a letter frc -stbu:
serve the Prol stant

2. Montreal Hera: ,
contacted, ir. .stbury stated,
to serve on tl
agreement with
reference to the e

I

^

Foil

the

Ls ]

,

.

>ns, and after the acceptance c
with what had been done.
discussion to the last point on the agenda, t
The reault was an outburst of protest. ~ I diss: Lon,
intense everywhere, was spearheaded by the Prot
2
bers of the clergy.
The following excerpts from the s
mitted later by the Rev. Cameron to t\
of a number of the speakers :
"I don't share the optimie
lation. I consider it a ba
' ce o
. In the
is only for five years instead of fifteen.
are
J
for fifteen years, ' ' one is in its nature discrimj
as pointed out in the edI :
lation failed to acknowledge the
The right to an education of ail 'tizen
^n acce:
modern democracy. In
'
' le which I, for one, tl
in most democratic countries
I understand also that there are I jtant cit:
because they are not taxpayers, have no voict
institutions to which their i
.0.
For these reasons I believe this to be a 1
further study. I therefore move, if it be in order, that a <
Jewish and Protestant citizens of Outremont be set u
and initiate action for a won
anent solution."
Rev. Cameron closed his remarks by formally mov' hat t.
Jewish committee be enlarged to include non-Jews. folloi
. Duckworth, Secretary of the Ifestmount "'. , . . Tie
1

e b
"7e
>ve of V
7
agr
I
^lause
, , , •
between Protesta*
ard of School Trust
Commissions
,
I hereby e
will be granted a*
5 Board",
1st tl

in respect to :^el
.:. ... itreal

^^

a

; be a m v

,
.

years i

Rev. De Courcy H. Rayner seconded the Rev. C

.All

sneakers joined in a general demand for an equitable end long-rugt
educational policy in Outremont.
The Outremont Protestant Board of Trustees had sent official ob1
servers to the meeting, who recorded the various speeches delivere
About two weeks later, perhaps as the result of tl
the guest speakers at this meeting, and of oressure from church -s
and public opinion, the Board, paralleling its earlier ac , ins
in two of Montreal's leading English newspapers, advertisements in •
the Board stated that it "deems it advisable to make a the facts con2
cerning the education of Jewish pupils in Outremont Protest.
This statement of the Outremont Protestant School Board stressed the
following facts; there is no legal obi Q the Out: tant
Board of Trustees to accept Jewish pupils; the influx of Jews into tl
Protestant schools had created a deficit of , in t st six years
for which the Protestant property of Outremont was guarantor; segre >n,
the grouping in some cases of Protestant children in separate classes, "was
taken by the Board solely on account of the strict observance by Je
pupils of their religious holidays, which cover ^een days of '
the advertisement further averred that the only real "segregat egards education of Jew and Protestant in Or estt at of
parochial schools have never been under the control of the Protestant
Board of School Trustees for the City of Outremont in : to the
advertisement, "the sole object of the Boa: s been ( te to
education to Jewish c ' adequate funds we:

i

and above all, to retain control that would assure t ce of a
t d rd of efficiency in the schools aintenance of *
character."

1. A r

e proce

.t in the
loth

'?:^r
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There were several replies to the staJ

t of the Outrenon

Board of Trustees. The Federation of Home ar. bool Aaaocial
been singled out for mention by the Board, pointed out in i ess relea:
that if there had been any misunderstanding of the Board's i
because the Board had rebuffed all a es by pub! B, had 1
communicative, and secretive in its dealings. Other bodies
issued public replies to the Board's advertisement i: er
attempted to refute the contentions of the 3oard or to cr" ie it
light of its own statement. In particular the admission by the Board
it practised the separation of Jew from non-Jew, even if only for o Lence,
was seized upon for severe criticis. . The c
was liable for the entire debt was ridicui
never allowed any seizure of property for sue; , in any ca^
as of 194-6, taken over responsibility for all such obligations.
On June 18th, 1947, the Jewish-Protestant Committee ad resultfrom the Outremont mass meeting of May 1st met to explore t s
for action. At this meeting, Ir. aarber reported that although assurance
had been given to him by Mr. Cote, the Provincial Secretary, t. contra
including the six stipulated provisions contained : the fc contract wo\
shortly be announced, no such action had as yet been taken.
iriel Duckworth also made a report on the appointment of the
Rev. E. Coleman to the Outremont Protestant Board of Trustee ,
Dr. J.S. Astbury whose resignation has already been noted.
minted out that the Rev. Coleman had, at the meet*
Lch we have mentioned earlier in this chapta ,
action of the Anglican oynod in int
1. Interracial Committee for Democratic Action.
\ Rabbi Charles Bender.
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CHAPTER

T'.ELVE

Summary and Conclusion.

The author has thus far traced the history of the Jews in the Protestant
schools of the Province of Quebec from its early beginnings to the present
day (1947). There has been only scanty reference to pre-Confederation times;
for in this period the Jewish population was very small, and we find only individual instances of Jews being involved in educational questions.
From the year 1880 to 1930 the growth of the Jewish ponulation was very
rapid; and at the present time it numbers about thirty percent of the total
Protestant and Jewish population of the Island of Montreal; and whereas in
their earlier history (1880-1900) they were confined principally to the poorer
and older sections of the City of Montreal, by 1941 this situation had been
largely changed. Jews in moderately large numbers lived in suburbs such as
Outremont, Westmoimt, and Notre Dame de Grace.
The British North America Act foresaw no such sweeping population changes.
The Fathers of Confederation were, as we have pointed out, mainly concerned in
regards to education, to draw up a workable compromise between the Protestant
and Catholic sections of the population. The British North America Act and
the resulting confederation are seen therefore to have set the scene for the
difficulties and problems treated in this work. To quote Vfoodley'a "History
of Education in the Province of Quebec", page 139:
"Protestants and Catholics hold a privileged position in the schools of Quebec,
and they cannot be disturbed in their rights so long as Section 93 of the . . .
Act remains in force."

Whatever we may think of the intrinsic merits of the scheme which the
Fathers of Confederation produced, it is nonetheless the structure upon which
education in the Province of Quebec now rests; and to change it would require
major amendments (which, in the nature of the case, it would be most difficult
to secure) of the constitution of the Dominion of Canada.
Plainly such a change would be of a most revolutionary character, end it
is very certain that it could not be obtained without a radical change in the
thinking of the people of the Dominion and especially of the French minority.
The reaction of the official French groups to any such proposal may be guaged
from the statement by Premier Duplessis as given in the Montreal Gazette,
May 31, 1946.
"Mr. Duplessis also warned that Quebec's present dual educational system would
not be changed."
It is noteworthy that no exception whatsoever was taken to this remark
by the opposition (The Liberal Party.)
Faced with this blank refusal to make such a basic alteration in the
educational structure, the Jews of the Province of Quebec have been driven in
the long history since Confederation to the various stratagems, devices and
modes of action which we have here outlined. The result has been the series
of contracts with various Boards on the Island of Montreal in 1390, 1903,
1945, 1946, and 1947.
The contracts varied in small particulars. They were however uniform
in insisting upon the absolute right of the Protestants to determine administrative and educational policy. Together with this and implied in this
principle went the right of the Protestant boards to tax Jewish 'jrty,
while allowing Jews no voice whatsoever in the spending of the • llected.
We have shown that Jews have resented this situation and have :cally
attempted its correction. Such Jewish efforts took place principally between

1900 and 193C; and have since, for t
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schools in Chapter Ten.
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